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Preface
I have been motivated to write this work by three collectors who
have contributed most to my understanding of the postage stamps of
Queensland.
The first is Kenneth Scudder of Geelong with whom I have
collaborated in the production of his current work - a second volume to
the original definitive work attributed to A. F. Basset-Hull - The Postage
Stamps of Queensland - published by the Royal Philatelic Society London
in 1930. He is a student of Queensland philately with an extensive
collection of the surface printed issues
The second is Dave Elsmore of Brisbane, one of the leading
collectors of Australian revenue stamps. In addition to his in depth
knowledge of Queensland Revenue stamps and documents, he has a fine
collection of most issues of the Colony.
The third, and by far the greatest influence on my collecting
aspirations, was the late A. Ronald Butler RDP Hon. FRPSL FBSAP who
was for many years the doyen of Australian States collectors. Not only
was he a great influence on my approach to collecting a mutual subject the postage stamps, postal history, postal stationery and revenue stamps
of Queensland - but I was able to acquire from his estate not only some
important parts of his collection, including much of the sideface material,
but also his library and a wealth of other papers and research material
including draft texts for unpublished works. This included work on the
sideface issue of 1879. Ron had published an article in the London
Philatelist on this interesting stamp issue and he had allowed me free
access to reproduce this as I saw fit.
I have therefore eventually decided to publish the conclusions of my
research and studies into this important part of the philately of
Queensland. I do this as a tribute to Ron Butler and my late wife,
Maureen, who patiently tolerated and supported, over many years, my
addiction to philately and happily shared my friendship with Ron.
AJG July 2017

Introduction
The first substantial work on this issue was published in a short
series of articles by J. Bornefeld in Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal
during the summer of 19071. This was based upon his own research,
notes made by the premier correspondent of the era - A. F. Basset-Hull and with assistance from Mr. L. L. R. Hausberg and Major E. B. Evans,
both of whom had collections of the relevant material.
Some one hundred years later one has the ability to access far
more material and with the aid of modern technology, to present the
findings in more useful and readily presentable manner. The
understanding of the methods of production employed for the first time
in this Colony is important as the process was to be the precursor of
future stamp production in the Colony. The principle of the electrotype
process of creating letterpress plates made up of blocks of four clichés or
larger was to prevail throughout the remaining stamp production period
of this Colony and subsequent State in the Australian Federation. In terms
of the stamp production of the Colony this was an important pioneering
process and it has provided an opportunity to understand the basic
principles of plate making employing the electrolytic transfer of copper
reproduction techniques.
The Queensland Government Printer of the time - Mr. William
Knight - played a significant role in developing this process for which he
was to be responsible into the next Century. Although the finished
stamps were not regarded as a the most attractive items they did follow
the classic lines of Queen Victoria’s sideface profile as a replacement for
the Chalon Head portrait which proved to be a hard act to follow.
Indeed these sideface stamps were to have a very short life with the die
for the succeeding issue being ordered to replace them before they were
actually on sale to the public. Despite this major drawback they have been
the source of a most interesting series of philatelic studies embracing this
new printing technique employed for printing on three different papers
over a very short period.
The late Ron Butler had appreciated the scarcity of these stamps
and he contributed to the study by writing an article in the London
Philatelist2 which discussed the production method in some detail and is
incorporated in amended format and revised details within this work. His
permission for the use of the transcript was graciously given to the
author a short time before Ron's demise. Students of various printing

processes will hopefully gain knowledge and understanding from the
detailed studies which follow. Credit must also be extended to the late
Ronald Butler for his collection of papers relating to the stamps of
Queensland which were passed into my possession and in particular
various drafts of text which provide a source of information for much of
the detail reproduced here.
This work also includes an analysis of the One Penny Stamp Duty
issue of 1878 which was, in fact, the first stamp to be produced by this
new printing process. The die for this stamp was also prepared by William
Bell at the same time as that for the postage stamp and the same basic
plate production processes were employed. An amendment to the Stamp
Duty legislation gave this stamp status as a postage stamp from 1 January
1880 and therefore justifies its inclusion in this philatelic study.
The illustrations used in this work have been taken from available
material and the majority have not been previously published. The
coloured illustrations are taken from material in a private collection and
those in monochrome have been extracted from recovered unpublished
records and included for their value in confirming some of the details
important to the study of these stamps. There are few comprehensive
collections of this material available and this is the first study of this
material for some one hundred years, the illustrations having been
obtained from a wide range of sources.
I must gratefully acknowledge the following collectors who have provided
illustrations to enhance this work - Dave Elsmore, Ken Scudder, Tim
Dexter and Bernie Manning all of whom have possessed significant
collections of this material.
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Stanley Gibbons Monthly Journal - July to December 1907
The London Philatelist - Volume 89 pages 163-172
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The initial correspondence from William Knight.

Litho. Office, Treasury,
July 20 th. 1876.
The Under Secretary,
Treasury
Sir,
Referring to the size of our postage stamp sheets - as you
are aware, each sheet contains 240 stamps, which is very
convenient size for printing in the ordinary plate press,
but as the 1d. and 2d. stamps will, in future, be printed
from electrotypes, I think it would be advisable to reduce
the number to 120 to a sheet. The difficulties in preparing
a larger plate by the electro process would be very great,
and, with the appliances I still have, almost impossible.
In Victoria and New South Wales the smaller size is
adopted as affording the best results both in manufacturing
and printing, and I was strongly advised in both places to
adopt this size. The printed sheets are far less liable to
tear and the stamps to separate along the perforated line,
and are much more convenient for despatch to the various
country post offices.
I would, therefore, recommend that the paper now in
use, and that shortly to arrive, be cut to this size until
we can procure a fresh supply from England.
The remaining
paper may still be used for printing the 3d., 4d., 6d. and
1s. postage stamps or other Government securities.
The alteration will make no difference in the number
we may print per day, as I propose printing two plates at
the same time, as is done in Victoria and New South Wales.
I have, etc.
William Knight
Government Engraver

These early items of correspondence are also important in that they not only
demonstrate the close relationship between the various departments but serve to
assist in understanding how decisions concerning the production of postage stamps
were made.

Chapter One
The Origins of the Issue
On the recommendation of Mr. William Knight, the Queensland
Government engraver and printer, it was decided in 1876 to produce the
future postage stamps of the Colony by means of what was, at the time,
called the electrotype process and surface printing. This should be more
correctly described as letterpress printing.
In simple terms the ink is applied to the raised parts of the design
and transferred to the paper by pressure in a press. This requires that
the surface accepting the ink shall be perfectly smooth and above all, flat.
No ink shall venture into the shallows between the basic design parts
which produce the printed design and this is in distinct contrast to the
principle of intaglio printing which actually relies upon the ink being
transferred from the recesses of the design onto the paper. The design
in that instance is created by the recesses and not the raised flat surfaces.
This was the process essentially used for printing all but three of the
denominations of the Chalon Head issues from 1860 and required great
engineering and engraving skills and resources to produce a plate of 240
subjects - which was the case until 1879.
It is customary for different paper to be used for these two
different printing processes. Intaglio printing could be effected on any
paper which has been sized to receive the ink while letterpress requires
that the paper should have a smoother and more highly finished surface this was relevant in the printing of this issue.
As it only requires one master die to be engraved on steel the
letterpress process using electrotype plates has considerable financial
advantages. The reproduction techniques employ the transfer of metal
by electrolysis and this only requires, apart from the copper sulphate
electrolyte solution in a bath, the application of electricity and the
passage of time. Skill is required at the later stages but these processes
can be carried out on a production line basis with less qualified labour.
The attractions of a more economical way of printing stamps were
irresistible.
Early in 1876 Mr Knight undertook visits to the Government
Printing Offices of New South Wales and Victoria to investigate the
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Representations of the original Dies.

The Duty Stamp

The Postage Stamp

These illustrations were originally provided from the H. L. White collection,
housed in the Mitchell Library in Sydney, but it is far from certain that they are
impressions from the Master Steel Dies. Each image shows features which would only
have been produced by some electrotype process. The marks and flaws present
suggest that these were in fact taken from an initial single electrotype. A steel die
would have produced a more precise image with no faults in the frame lines and
corner design elements and certainly no damage to the lines.
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mode of production used in those Colonies. Upon his return he
recommended the adoption of the electrotype process and the reduction
of the size of the sheets from 240 to 120 stamps. This recommendation
met with some objections and led to the initial correspondence of 20
July 1876.
The objection of the Postmaster-General’s Department was
maintained, suggesting that the experience gained from the then current
4d. Chalon Head stamp - lithographed in sheets of 120 and issued in
January 1875 - was causing inconvenience in handling and counting. After
further correspondence the objection to the smaller size sheets was
eventually withdrawn but it was desired that the colour and design of the
new stamps should be the same as the old.
In about August 1876 Mr. William Bell, an experienced stamp die
engraver from Sydney, was instructed to make a two steel dies. One die
was to bear the inscription ‘QUEENSLAND’ and the value ‘ONE PENNY’
and to follow, as closely as possible, the design of the then current
Queensland stamps. The other die was to be inscribed ‘QUEENSLAND
STAMP DUTY, 1d.’ and to be of similar design to the first, but having a
Crown above the portrait. These dies were to be cut with a view to the
preparation of electrotypes. In the event, the dies were not forthcoming
until May 1877.
The Stamp Duty die was the first to be attended to by William
Knight but it was not until April of 1878 that the plate was deemed
ready for production, such was the complexity and difficulty in coming to
terms with this brand new process. Still further delay took place before
the electrotypes were completed and it was not until August 1878 that
the plate of the One Penny postage stamp was finished. The
correspondence submitting the first proof sheet is reproduced here.
The proof sheet referred to as submitted for approval was printed
on thick card paper in a reddish-brown shade, deeper than in the stamp
as issued. A similar proof sheet printed in deep ultramarine was
submitted at the same time, as a colour sample for the Two pence.
The whereabouts of the master dies is unrecorded but an
impression taken from the postage stamp and stamp duty dies are to be
found in the H. L. White collection in the Mitchell Library in Sydney. Ken
Scudder has provided two enlarged illustrations of the proof impressions
which are currently available from the Mitchell Library. These show the
3

detail of the design and highlights a flaw on the master die of the One
Penny postage stamp. This flaw - a diagonal scratch across the lower left
spandrel - can be found on all stamps of every denomination and type
subject to the accuracy of the reproduction and inking of the plate .
This master die would have the design engraved as a
representation of the finished printed stamp. The words of the country
and the value, which are without colour, would have been cut into the
surface of the steel leaving the raised area as the inked part of the design.
As the 1d. Stamp Duty was the first stamp to be produced by this
new process, a chapter is devoted to this stamp which achieved the
status of a postage stamp after 1 January 1880 when the rules pertaining
to the dual use of postage / revenue stamps determined that the 1d.
denomination could be used to perform either task. This dual use of the
1d. denomination was announced in the Government Gazette of 3
January 1880 in the following terms :-

The Treasury,
Brisbane, 22nd. December 1879
POSTAGE AND DUTY STAMPS
The public are informed that from and after 1st. January
1880, the issue of separate stamps for duty and postal
purposes will cease.
The present postage stamps from one penny to one shilling,
and the present duty stamps from two shillings upward,
will, in future, be the only stamps issued; and each
denomination will be available to the full extent of its
nominal value for all purposes for which separate stamps
have been hitherto been required.
E. B. Cullen
Under Secretary

As this stamp was available for postal use during the period of the
sideface issue it is most appropriate that it should be included as part of
this study. It was, after all, the pioneer issue upon which the new postage
stamp plate production process was based.
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Chapter Two
The Electrotype Production
The delay in the production of the first plate was partly accounted
for in a letter from Mr. Knight to the Treasurer on 12 September 1881
which was quoted from by A. F. Basset-Hull in his paper published in
Vinden’s Philatelic Monthly 1893 - 94.
“ Impressions are taken in lead by means of a drop hammer. A sufficient
number of these are soldered together to form part of , or the whole of a sheet
numbering 120 stamps ; this mould is then placed in a battery to receive a
deposit of copper, which was sufficiently thick ( taking two or three days ), is
separated from the lead, backed type high with metal, and is then ready for the
press.”
To explain the development process in greater detail it is perhaps
preferable to turn to Ron Butler’s text in his paper printed in the London
Philatelist together with the original drafts prepared for the proposed
second volume of the original Basset-Hull Queensland. Extracts from
these texts are incorporated here. I have amplified the information by
referring to an article in the 1924 Australian Philatelic Review where the
author, J. H. Burgess, detailed the process after a discussion with a
contemporary operative actually involved in the plate manufacture. 3
The new process of electrolytic deposition was being used for the
first time in the Colony and this caused delays because of the time factors
involved in the total process, the principle of which is as follows.
William Bell’s Master Die was thoroughly cleaned and positioned
on an appropriately sized flat slab of lead and then pressure was applied
with a ‘drop hammer’ so that an impression of the design was transferred
to the lead.
This impression was delicately polished with plumbago or graphite
powder using a very soft brush. This slab of lead had now become a
mould with the design in reverse of that on the master die. The process
was repeated with care and precision three more times on other slabs of
lead making absolutely certain that the depth of impression was the same
on each one. These four moulds were then placed face downwards on a
flat surface, probably a thick steel plate, and soldered together. This
composite unit was then carefully cleaned and polished to remove
5

obvious blemishes before transferring to the electrolytic bath. The
reverse of the mould and the sides upon which a deposit of copper was
not required would be coated in wax or grease or a similar substance to
avoid unnecessary electrolytic deposits.
The mould was then suspended in a bath containing a copper
sulphate solution opposite to a similarly suspended plate of pure copper
and an electric current was applied to these two plates. It is necessary to
appreciate that the only source of electricity was a primary battery and
the apparatus at Mr. Knight’s disposal would have been very primitive. A
dynamo for the generation of electric current was not available to the
Government Printing Office until about 1886. The relatively low current
available would have rendered the electrolytic transfer process very slow
and this was, no doubt, a factor in limiting the process to a group of four
moulds. Even so it would have taken some two or three days to build up
a copper deposit on the mould of sufficient thickness - in the region of 1
mm. - in order that it could be readily handled for the next procedure.
The establishment had two such baths, each capable of holding
more than one mould meaning that as many as six blocks of four could be
deposited at the one time. This would come into effect when multiple
electros were required for future plate production as more and more
had to be produced which necessitated the quicker manufacture of plates
than a single-mould bath would allow.
This shell of pure copper, being created by molecular deposition,
was relatively brittle and easily marked or distorted in removing it from
the mould. In separating the shell it is most likely that some damage
would have been caused to the shell and when backed up it would
require some attention. It must be borne in mind that the transfer of the
copper occurs atom by atom and is therefore extremely fine and it was
able to coat even the finest detail of the design, producing a perfect
copper coating reflecting every detail and blemish of the impression on
the mould. To improve this stripping process the mould was first coated
with a thin skin of zinc and it was asserted that the current ‘density’
caused trouble in this respect.
In its pure form copper is a relatively soft and ductile metal and has
to be handled carefully. It is susceptible to being marked or damaged
easily. The copper shell would then be carefully separated from the
mould, cleaned on the back with zinc chloride, then heated and backed
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The manufacture of the quadruple mould

William Knight - as quoted by A.F.Basset-Hull in Vindin’s Philatelic Monthly 1893 -94

“ Impressions are taken in lead by means of a drop hammer. A sufficient number of
these are soldered together to form part of , or the whole of a sheet numbering 120
stamps ; this mould is then placed in a battery to receive a deposit of copper, which
was sufficiently thick ( taking two or three days ), is separated from the lead, backed
type high with metal, and is then ready for the press.”

Stamping the lead mould to form single cliché.

Four clichés soldered together to make a quadruple mould.
These blocks were then introduced into the electrolyte bath for the plating process.
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Electrotype Production

Creating the Copper shell from block of moulds
- comprising four single moulds soldered together

Mould with
Copper
deposit

Copper shell backed
up with type metal

Copper
shell

Many of these groups of four electros were created and groups of 30 were clamped
together to make up a printing sheet comprising 120 clichés.
These illustrations are taken from Ron Butler’s article of 1980 but further amended and annotated.
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up with molten zinc type metal to conform with an appropriate height for
printing by a letterpress printing machine.
This electrotype mould, comprising four images, would then be
inspected for major faults and then placed face down on a steel slab and
hammered from behind to ensure that the printing surface was absolutely
flat and suitable for printing from. To create a plate comprising 120
images it required 30 of these quadruple electrotypes - ‘electros’ is the
generic term given to these components - which were then combined
together in six rows of five blocks ready for the printing machine.
The master quadruple electro can now be considered in more
detail. On the printed stamp the white area would be the recessed parts
of the electro while the ink was transferred from the raised parts of the
design. The effect of this is that while any blemishes or faults which are
proud of the design can be removed by a skilled engraver while those
which have been impressed into the design cannot be easily filled in. This
results in the stamps showing constant flaws which are colourless and
also explains why the constant recorded varieties are all ‘white’
representations.
The work of the engraver at this stage was to have major
implications for the students of these issues when considering the
manufacture and employment of multiple electros in plate production. It
appears from the constant flaws which existed in the printed design that
Government pressure to produce stamps meant that many minor
discrepancies were overlooked.
The production of the Stamp Duty plate followed this process and,
indeed, was the precursor for the manufacturing the quadruple multiples,
although this was not recognised for many years. It was not until papers
were written by Kenneth Scudder in the 1990’s that the use of 30
identical quadruple electrotypes were identified as being the component
elements of the finished plate of 120. Prior to this it had been generally
accepted that the plate was made up of 120 separate individual cliché s.
It is at this point that my researches have led me to conclude that
the subsequent reproduction processes are not as previously described. I
start with a simple proposition that, in terms of durability, we have to
consider the relative hardness of three basic materials.
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The first is the steel on which the master design was engraved and
which may well have been subsequently hardened to improve its ability to
resist the effect of being stamped into a lead block to form a primary
mould.
The second material is the block of lead used to receive the initial
impression from the hardened steel master die. Lead is a relatively soft
material when compared with hardened steel otherwise it would not
have been physically capable of taking the impression. But what affect did
the initial impression have on the master die ? If the hardening had not
been effective – assuming that it was attempted in the first place – then
the steel die may have become worn or blunted with each successive
impression. The result of this would have been to create less precise
definition with each strike.
The third material involved is copper. This is well recognised as a
relatively soft metal capable of being easily engraved and very easily
distorted – indeed the fact that is both malleable, ductile and a good
conductor of heat and electricity are among its best known properties. It
is therefore vulnerable to damage but as a printing surface is perfectly
adequate for the transfer of ink to paper using firm but relatively
moderate pressure. It is my contention that it was not possible for this
material, even when reinforced with type metal, to create an impression
in lead without suffering serious defects to the detail of the design.
I have used as a reference the Mohs hardness scale which is
primarily used for the assessment of minerals and ranges between 1 for
'talc' and 10 for 'diamond'. Metals follow a similar pattern and on this
scale lead is rated at 1.5, copper at 3.0 and hardened steel at 8.0. The
obvious interpretation of these figures is that the difference on the scale
will determine how readily one metal will impact accurately upon
another. Lead would be suitable for impressing with steel but not so with
pure copper – the difference in hardness being too close. I would
suspect that Mr. Knight had carried out the first trials with the Stamp
Duty master die and the results had been disappointing which gave rise
to considerable delays and resulted in imperfect electrotype groups for
the printing plate.
Where does that leave the original proposition that further lead
moulds were struck using a copper faced electro as a die ? It is my
proposition that this is not a viable commercial process and that some
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other material would have been employed to receive the subsequent
impressions from the copper faced electros.
Certainly industrial wax is well known to have been used for taking
impressions for subsequent metal casting processes. There are
presumably many other readily available non-metallic and inert materials
which could be impressed and then coated with plumbago or graphite to
receive a copper deposition by electrolysis. We may never know for
certain but it is now most reasonable to conclude that the mould material
used for the second and subsequent generation moulds was not lead. This
would explain why there is reference to the mould being first plated with
a very thin coating of zinc which would improve the reception of the
copper deposits.
I can take this proposition further. Recognising the difficulties in
physically separating the copper shell from the mould and, accepting that
there is no evidence that a mould was used more than once, the use of
wax as a mould material would have had other benefits. Having completed
the deposition process it is then quite likely that the type metal backing
could have been introduced into the reverse of the electro shell 'in situ' in
a molten form. From here the substantial copper electro could then be
separated from the mould by melting the wax, thereby avoiding the
associated physical distortion problems.
In order to expedite the production of postage stamps, the master
electro was then used for repeating the total process by impressing it into
at least one other suitably sized piece of wax and repeating the whole
operation. This provided a continuous supply of electros all of which
would bear the same constant identifying marks which enables each stamp
in the group of four to be identified. Further complications arise because
it is apparent that two and not one master quadruple electros were made
to make the One Penny production electrotypes. It is not unreasonable to
conclude that the initial impressions in lead could have deteriorated and
the resulting initial electro groups required attention to reinforce and
strengthen the fine lines of the design. This is the work carried out to
form the amended master Die originally termed Die I.
Careful inspection of the stamps printed from the original master
electros shows evidence that, in fact, all of the individual clichés were
subject to the attentions of the engraver. The electros have some lines
reinforced and this becomes apparent when viewed under high resolution
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scans. It was as a result of this enhancement of the primary electros that
early researchers were able to distinguish the two master electrotype
groups.
The second master electro group was processed in the same
manner but when it came to the tidying up of the electro and almost
certainly reinforcing the design the engraver appears to have made a slip
with his engraving tool when giving attention to many of the design lines
of the stamp and in particular to the upper border line to the right-hand
spandrel. This slip resulted in this line being extended towards the oval
on each of the four clichés to varying degrees in each of the four subjects.
As a result students have historically regarded these as two easily
identifiable electrotype groups labelling them Die I - with the extended
line present - and Die II as that which more accurately represents the
original Master Die. Logic would have suggested that the unamended
group should have the primary designation of Die I but that is not the
case and, as Ron Butler concluded, “modern interpretation cannot merit
revision of a convention which is of long standing”. Indeed, it may well
be that there is no proper order attaching to these two initial groups of
four electros and the given distinction need not imply that they were
prepared or used in any specific sequence.
These two master electrotypes of four were employed, as
described, to produce many more electrotype groups, each bearing the
distinctive characteristics of the relevant master. The nature of the
process meant that other minor flaws developed which aid the
subsequent identification of the cliché in the groups of four. Mr. Knight
ascribed no difference to any of these types and as they were all the same
to him, the first plate of the One Penny was made up with electros of Die
I and Die II chosen at random.
It is now clear that a considerable number of these primary
electrotypes was prepared and these masters were used to create further
electros for the other values. How this was achieved is considered in the
following chapter.

3

Australian Philatelic Review pp 5-6 Manufacture of Copper Plates for the printing of Queensland Stamps.
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Chapter Three
The Development of other Denominations
Rather surprisingly the other denominations were derived from
One Penny Die I and Die II quadruple electrotypes rather than by the
production of further master moulds from the original Master Die. This
fact would actually add further weight to the proposition that the Master
steel die was no longer serviceable and was not available for any more
primary mould impressions.
The basic method used for the production of the Two Pence is
reported by Ron Butler and others as follows :
An electro group of four from Die I was taken and the words
‘ONE PENNY’ were filled up, most likely with Plaster of Paris - according
to the early reports. Looking at this afresh perhaps this particular
substance would not have been appropriate for such a delicate operation.
This copper electro, one of many, was to be used for a subordinate
function and did not need to be reused for further One Penny
production purposes. Therefore a more permanent obliteration of the
words with solder is more likely. The resulting “blank” electro could then
filed flat to create a void value tablet on each cliché in the group. It is
interesting to note that the lower curls of the side ornaments were also
filled in, either by design or accident.
From this electro group a new mould was struck in wax and
employing the customary processes a new electrotype group of four,
with a blank tablet, bearing no value, was backed and polished and
converted into a fresh electrotype group of four. On this group of four
the engraver cut ‘TWO PENCE’ into each cliché individually thereby
creating what can then be regarded as a new master electro group of
four which is itself then capable of being replicated as with the original
One Penny electrotype. The lower curls of the side ornaments were also
redrawn with smaller loops and these became a feature of subsequent
electros originating from this particular blank matrix group.
It is recorded that this new electro was then used to make two
similar matrix groups for the 2d. Die I. From these master electros at
least 30 new Two Pence electrotype groups of identical format were
produced - enough to form a printing plate. With the exception of minor
variations caused by the individual engraving of the words of the new
13

The 2d 4d 6d and 1s. Productions

Die I with more regular lettering

Die II with irregular lettering

Die II
These denominations show more regular features.

"

#

Die II
Prepared from a different ‘blank’ of the 1d. denomination
showing different lower details to the side ornaments.
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Development of other Denominations

Illustration prepared by Ron Butler to illustrate the effect of blanking out the
denomination panel.
The new denomination was engraved by hand into each of the clichés - the minor
variations of which enables identification of each of the four types in the group.

Ron Butler’s illustration showing the derivation of other denominations from the
master die. The only detail which has been corrected is that the 1/- was, in fact,
derived from a later prepared quadruple of the 1d. Die II which shows minor
differences from that of the other blank electros used for the 2d. 4d. and 6d.
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denomination these were all otherwise seemingly identical. Remarkably
the variations in the lettering are not that obvious but such minor
discrepancies do aid the specialist in allocating a stamp to its position
within the group of four. The first plate of the Two Pence denomination
comprised 30 groups, all from the Die I electro, with a few individual
flaws, apparently created by minor intrusions into the design.
The Four Pence denomination was created around the same time
but, for this plate, they resorted to the One Penny electro from what is
known as the Die II master electro die group. A similar process was
embarked upon to create a blank group of electros by filling in the letters
of the denomination and from this a master electrotype group of four
bearing the value of ‘FOUR PENCE’ was prepared. In engraving the new
denomination in the blank value tablet it became necessary to add an
extra curl to the lower end of the right-hand ornament. This has very
minor individual characteristics relevant to each image in the group of
four. As with the Two Pence denominations, each cliché in the group of
four can be identified by the minor variations in the individual words of
value as well as the basic variations apparent in the master electro.
To expedite production, there is evidence that the printer actually
produced at least one further electro group of four of this denomination
by replicating the master electrotype group of four. Very minor
reproduction flaws in the basic design can be identified in each of the four
positions.
During the next few months a demand for Six Pence stamps
became apparent. Once again the printers resorted to a blank Die II
master electro die group, probably prepared at the same time as that for
the 4d. denomination, and by repeating the described processes, were
able to manufacture a plate comprising 6d. denominations made up from
only Die II types. Again minor discrepancies in the basic design can be
identified in each of the electrotype positions confirming that more than
one electrotype group of four was prepared for this denomination.
As far as can be established only one plate of each of the Four
Pence and Six Pence denominations was made but two master matrix
electros of each denomination were prepared to expedite the production
of the required number of electrotype groups.
Soon after the demand for Two Pence stamps, the internal single
letter rate, necessitated an increase in production of this denomination
and the printers again turned to the One Penny Die II master electro to
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produce new electrotype groups of this value. The process was repeated
and a new series of Two Pence Die II type electrotype quadruple matrix
electros was created. The engraver once again inserted the ‘TWO
PENCE’ words of the denomination but in much larger letters. Possibly
the hand of a different engraver would account for the change in the size
and style of the script. The rather uneven style of lettering suggests that
Mr. Knight may have delegated this task to an apprentice, as engraving of
the words and numbers of other denominations was to become an
essential part of the creation of electrotypes for subsequent issues for
this Colony for many years. When contemplating the engraving capacity
of the Government Printers it is relevant to note that William Knight was
later quoted as saying that “in Queensland we only engraved in copper”.
The relevance of this will be noted when considering the essays for a new
Half Penny denomination.
Electros from this new Die II mould group were used in
conjunction with those from Die I in subsequent Two Pence plates and at
least one plate comprising only Die II types was eventually produced.
Details of the use of these electros in the Two Pence plates will be
considered in greater detail when addressing the plates and their use.
The One Shilling denomination was produced somewhat later and
it seems that, for some unknown reason, another similar but separate
electrotype process, using an earlier electrotype group from the Die II
One Penny, was employed to create the electrotype master from which
the electros to form this plate were derived. Yet again there is evidence
of more than one mould group being employed to create the necessary
electros for this plate. This is shown in the diagram illustrating the ‘family
tree’ of the derivation of the various denomination electros.
The progress of the production of the plates for these further
denominations is recorded in the correspondence between William
Knight and the Colonial Treasurer. The detailed circumstances of the
various issues are discussed under the relevant chapters.
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Chapter Four
Plate Construction
The plate construction is also worthy of some detailed
consideration. It has been established that William Knight did not see
any difference in the many electrotype groups he had at his disposal and
this is confirmed by the composition of the early plates. In the first
instance electros showing some fairly major flaws were included in the
initial plates and these are clearly identifiable in the proof sheets
illustrated here.
A diagrammatic representation of the make up of the first plate of
the One Penny is shown. Thirty quadruple electrotypes - electros - were
assembled in six rows of five and made ready for the machine by locking
them into the wrought iron frame - the “chase” , using the necessary
packing - the “reglets and furniture”, the “wedges” and the “quoins”
which lock the whole together as a solid unit. In the Burgess article it is
claimed that these electrotypes were also sometimes separated by strips
of stiff drawing paper to get the correct register for the perforating
machine. Poor registration with the perforating machine is one feature of
these early productions that caused the plates to be taken apart and
reassembled.
The initial arrangements of the identified electros determine this as
being referred to as Plate I.
An advantage of the system was that any defects or faults in the
printing process meant that the constituent parts of the plate could be
readily disassembled and reformed with, if necessary, different electros.
This has enabled students to identify the different plates employed during
the life of this issue. A revised arrangement of the same Plate I electros
show that a second plate of the One Penny was effected to form Plate II.
Subsequently there is some evidence to show that a third plate was
constructed when the electros containing the recognised defective Die I
clichés were removed and replaced by those displaying no defects. This
appears to have taken place sometime in 1881.
The Two Pence denomination was in much greater demand and at
least four plates have been recorded. The first comprised only Die I
electros, the second included a number of Die II electros, the third was
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made up of entirely Die II electros and the fourth reverted to a mixture
of electros. A fifth plate has been reported, apparently made up of an
equal number of Die I and Die II electros.
Because so few dated copies of any of these stamps are recorded
and multiples are, in any event, very scarce it has not been possible to
make accurate assessments as to the plate compositions beyond the
initial productions of the lower denominations.
The 4d., 6d. and 1s. denominations are only recorded as coming
from one plate for each value. In any event, as the plates were entirely
made up of electros deriving from Die II and multiples are not recorded
there is no way of ascertaining whether they were ever reconstructed.
The usage of the Four Pence was very limited, the Six Pence is not that
common postally used but had more use for fiscal purposes and while the
One Shilling saw much use as a fiscal stamp there is no evidence that a
second plate was ever needed.
Detailed consideration will now be given to the various plates.
The One Penny
The proof sheet of this denomination shows the disposition of the
22 Die I and the 8 Die II electros, a diagram of this arrangement - which
will be termed Plate I - is illustrated. After the first printing had been
made the forme was taken apart, presumably for cleaning, and when
remaking the plate the positions of the electros were altered. A diagram
of this new arrangement - which will be termed Plate II - is also
illustrated. It should be noted here that these details, originally contained
in J. Bornefeld’s notes, were sourced through Mr. Frank Godden and
later noted by Capt. C. W. G. Crawford.
A comparison of the positions of the Die II electros in the
respective horizontal rows of the two illustrations shows that the second
and third rows are reversed. Thus it would seem that when cleaning the
electros the original order was preserved, but in replacing them in the
chase the horizontal rows became reversed. The printer did not
appreciate any difference between the Die I and Die II electros and it is
quite understandable that the reassembly operation was effected on the
basis of the expeditious selection of the best electros to form a new
arrangement.
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The 1d. Plates
Showing the arrangement of the Die I and Die II electrotype groups .
Plate I

Plate II

The change in position of the ‘QO’ is noted.
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However, original research by Basset-Hull determined that all
positional changes were confined only to each horizontal row. For the
sake of completeness, the resulting arrangement is also illustrated with
the revised positions of all the electros noted. These illustrations refer
to the printed sheets and not the plates.
A prominent variety has a white flaw in the upper part of the ‘U’ of
QUEENSLAND giving the appearance of a ‘O’ and this became known as
the ‘QOEENSLAND flaw’. It occurs in a Type II cliché of a Die II electro
which is found at stamp # 48 in Plate I and repositioned at #44 in Plate II.
This variety is found on all the printings up to and including the scarlet
shade issue of March of 1881. There are a few other constant minor
white flaws affecting the lettering which may also have been caused by
imperfect separation of the copper shell from the mould, it being
impossible to easily repair such defects without resorting to making a
completely fresh electro.
Basset-Hull referred to the preparation of a third plate in which
the 'QO' flaw was absent. Crawford stated that subsequent research by
the major collectors of the day - that is to say in the period 1910 to 1930
- showed that an entirely new plate was not provided, or at least not
used, although worn or defective electros may have been replaced.
The Two Pence
An examination of the proof sheet of the 2d. shows that the
electros were all derived from Die I and that there were many flaws on
the plate, which will be called Plate I.
Two of the more prominent flaws can be easily identified.
i

The ‘bAND’ flaw which is caused by a white defect on letter
'L' of QUEENSLAND giving the effect of a ‘b’.
This is at # 46 on Plate I.

ii

The ‘PENGE’ flaw which is caused by a white defect on letter
‘C’ of PENCE giving the effect of a ‘G’.
This is at # 116 on Plate I.

Some time after the October 1879 printing, but before the end of
the year, the printing forme was taken apart, and in reassembling the
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The 2d. Plates
Showing the arrangements of the Die I and Die II electrotype groups .
Plate I

Plate II

Despite investigating a large number of multiples it has not so far
been possible to identify the position of the ‘bAND‘ flaw on Plate II.

Plate III

Electros from Die II were first introduced as replacements on Plate III.
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electros their positions were changed, in a similar manner to that of the
One Penny, this plate will be termed Plate II. Because these plates were
composed of Die I electros only, and the great scarcity of any multiples, it
has only been possible to trace the change in position of a few well
defined flaws. The most interesting example is in the case of the ‘PENGE’
variety. This stamp, Type IV in the electro, was # 116 in the bottom row
of Plate I. In Plate II it can be found higher up in the sheet as
demonstrated by a copy in the Crawford collection showing part of
another stamp below it. The whereabouts of this copy is presently
unknown.
Two unused horizontal strips incorporating this flaw are in the H.
L. White collection in Sydney and one has the flaw in the bottom row of
the sheet at stamp #6 - this would be from Plate I - while the other has it
at stamp #8, row unknown, - this would be from Plate II. It seems that the
electros were replaced in the reconstructed plate with little regard to
their original positions.
In April 1880 a third plate of the 2d. was brought into use. The
Plate comprised 21 electros of Die I and 9 electros of Die II, the
arrangement of the electros being as illustrated. With the advent of this
Plate III all the principal flaws, including the 'bAND' and 'PENGE' varieties,
disappeared and it is significant that they were, with a few minor
exceptions, contained in 9 electros of Die I, the same number of electros
that were replaced. This has inadvertently helped to position the PENGE
flaw. There was only one electro which was replaced containing the 8th.
column of stamps and this was at rows 5 and 6. The ‘ PENGE ’ variety
was, in all probability, therefore located at stamp # 68 on Plate II.
The design of this issue was being criticised generally and an
entirely new design was commissioned from Bradbury, Wilkinson & Co.
in London. Because of the time delay in obtaining this new design master
die, Plate III was in use for longer than had been anticipated. The Plate
had become very worn and there is evidence that to show that more Die
II electros were introduced with only some of the Die I electros being
retained. This can be termed as Plate IV and little is known of the electro
arrangement as there was probably only one printing and few examples
have been recorded that could not be fitted into Plate III. It seems that
this one printing, in the pale ultramarine shade found on Plate III, was
made shortly before the issue of the new design, based upon Wm.
Ridgway’s engraved head, in August 1882.
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The Four Pence
There was only one plate of this denomination and, mainly owing
to the lack of material, comparatively little is known about this plate. It
comprised 30 electros, all from the Die II mould and all bearing few flaws
and none of any prominence. One of the recognised flaws - a white flaw
at the base of PENCE - is illustrated, but its position is unknown.
The first printing was issued on 6 June 1879 and it was not a
denomination that was in great demand - it represented the rate for the
Registration Fee, the internal double letter rate and, for a very short
period of time, the long sea route to UK and parts of Europe. Pairs are
recorded paying the 8d. single letter rate to UK via Brindisi. Large
multiples are unknown and for many years the identification of the four
clichés within the quadruple electrotype remained uncertain. Bornefeld
was originally mistaken as to the positions of Type I and Type II in
relation to Type III and Type IV but the discovery of a proof sheet has
resolved this problem.
The Six Pence
There was only one plate of this denomination and, again, there is a
lack of unused material and apart from a small number of fiscally used
multiples there are few, if any, unused or postally used blocks of four or
larger. It comprised 30 electros, all from the Die II mould bearing few
flaws and none of any prominence.
The first printing was apparently made in December 1879 and
apart from representing the single letter rate to UK, either on its own or
in combination with a 2d. denomination, dependent upon the date of use,
it was mainly used for fiscal purposes.
As with the Four Pence, Bornefeld was also mistaken as to the
positions of Type I and Type II in relation to Type III and Type IV but,
again, the subsequent discovery of the lower part of a proof sheet has
resolved the problem.
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The One Shilling
Unlike the Four Pence and Six Pence electros those used for this
denomination were taken from an electrotype group of four made from a
One Penny Die II master group. This resulted in a very poor group of 30
electros being assembled to form the single plate of this denomination.
Flaws and flawed printing features abound in this plate and it is
undoubtedly the worst plate in the series, but there are no prominent
constant varieties demanding special consideration. This poor production
is undoubtedly as a result of starting with moulds derived from second
generation “masters” - the original die being no longer available, probably
because it had been damaged, as previously mentioned. As with the Six
Pence, the vast majority were used fiscally and it from a large number of
such examples that at least one reconstructed plate, recorded in the
collections of L. L. R. Hausberg and then T. W. Hall, was assembled.
There has been some doubt about when this denomination was
first made available as there are conflicting reports in the contemporary
philatelic press as to when it was issued. The current assumption is that
there was a limited issue in March of 1880 in a paler shade of purple with
a main issue in a much deeper violet shade, generally distributed in March
of 1881. It is that later emission which makes up the bulk of the use.
An aspect of both this stamp and the Six Pence is that their issue is
bound up absolutely with the history of the previous Chalon Head issue
of these denominations. The main use of these values was for fiscal
purposes and this required that more of the Chalon Head design were
printed, as a matter of urgency, during the summer of 1879 on the
unwatermarked paper supplied by T. H. Saunders & Co. The number
then printed was sufficient to last well into the issue period of the new
sideface issue which resulted in yet another emergency production which
was to outlast the lower denominations.
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Chapter Five
The Papers used
Having considered the manufacture of the electros and the plate
composition the next unusual aspect of this issue was the papers used.
At the time of the decision to embark on a new method of printing, the
recess printed Chalon Head issues were in full production.
These intaglio plates were showing signs of wear and they had
already been producing stamps on initial versions of the 'Crown over Q'
paper supplied by De la Rue, but certainly not made by them. This paper
was intended for use in a recess printed process and was not designed
for a letterpress operation. The surface of the paper was perhaps more
coarse than was appropriate for letterpress, the ink being taken up in a
completely different manner. Another factor was the size of the printing
plates. The Chalon Head issues had been in sheets of 240 comprising 12
rows of 20 clichés while the new sideface issue was to be in sheets of 120
- 12 rows of 10 clichés - thereby requiring smaller sheets of paper.
A new paper was ordered but this had not arrived by the time the
new stamps were in production in early 1879 so recourse was made to
using part sheets of the “old” paper. There is some evidence that only
the lower part of the sheet was used. This evidence is not documented
but it was recorded that no marginal stamps of the new design can be
found bearing the top marginal rule but many are found with the lower
marginal rule in evidence. Being forever conscious of their economy, the
unused parts of the sheets were retained and there is evidence that these
part sheets were retained and later used for the subsequent new format
high denomination Bradbury Wilkinson issues which were also under
consideration and eventually issued in a small sheet format in 1882. The
recess plates were of a small format and printed on small sheets which
were conveniently accommodated within the “old” paper offcuts .
The new sideface stamps were first printed on this 'Crown over Q
Type I' paper and this was to effectively run out in the summer of 1879.
At this time the Six Pence and One Shilling stamps of the Chalon
Head design were also in short supply and emergency printings were
carried out on a new plain paper bearing no watermark apart from that
of the manufacturer, T. H. Saunders & Co. The new issue was, therefore,
also printed on this emergency paper in the summer of 1879. In an
attempt to provide some security a lilac burelé band was lithographed in
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The Watermarks and Paper

Type I Crown over ‘Q’

Type II Crown over ‘Q’

Burelé Band

A Type II watermark bit
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horizontal rows on the back of the sheets to coincide with the stamp
images. This band could be easily removed by immersion in water and
many used examples of this limited printing can be recognised because
they are without watermark.
On 18th December 1878 the Queensland Government Office in
London had asked De la Rue to quote for 210 reams of postage stamp
paper to be supplied bound in books of 500 sheets, with a request that
“the watermark to be the same as that now used in postage stamps”.
Enclosed with this request was a sheet of plain paper, upon which was
faintly printed a sheet of the new 1d. Duty stamp, issued earlier that year.
This sheet, just over 15 ins. x 9 ins., had written on the back, in red
crayon, “ Size of Sheet ” underlined, and below, “ Water Mark to fall in
Centre of Stamps ”. On the front was a plain butt above the printed
stamps, with, at the top, “ Binding ” inverted, written in pencil, and at the
top right, sideways looking to the left, “ 500 ” written twice, in red
crayon, once on the butt and once on the top of the sheet. This sheet is
in the collection of Kenneth Scudder and is reproduced here.
A supply of the new ‘Crown over Q Type II’ paper was delivered in
October 1879. This watermark was different in detail to Type I, being
slightly larger and with a different detail in the Crown which clearly
shows in the illustrations. The early, limited, supply of this paper was of a
texture similar to the Type I and the resulting printed colours are of
deeper and more full shades than the subsequent main supply which did
not arrive until probably December 1879. The stamps printed on this
initial supply have a distinctive appearance, similar to those printed on the
old paper, and although they have not gained a separate catalogue status
are worthy of recognition by students of this issue in general.
This main supply of new paper, apart from having the Crown
watermark as described, had a single enclosing border line around the
watermarks and at the top, in the butt, the letters - 11 mm. high and 185
mm. across in capital letters - was ‘QUEENSLAND STAMP DUTY’. It
was also used for the Bradbury Wilkinson high value stamps and
consequently the postage stamps from around 1880, as described.
Stamps printed on the main supply of Type II paper are less intense
in colour and this may have led the printer to explore new inks later in
1880 which were more appropriate to the more highly surfaced paper,
specifically prepared and surfaced for use in letterpress printing. There
were new shades of all denominations produced from early 1881
onwards.
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The request for a New Paper

The plate of 1d. Duty Stamps, roughly printed on plain paper and
sent to de la Rue with a request to supply paper with a watermark to
coincide with the spacing of the stamp impressions.
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The 1d. Stamp Duty stamp can also be found on all three papers
but those on the later papers are considered to be much more scarce
than those on the first paper and the idea has been promoted that they
were first printed as some sort of proof for the new paper. The
proposition that there was an initial small supply of the new Crown over
Q type II may have some relevance in this context.
Incidentally, apart from the limited use for the contemporary 1d. Duty
Stamp, this new Crown over Q Type II paper was not, in fact, used for
Duty stamps until 1892.

The new Crown over Q Type II ‘Stamp Duty’ paper.
Sample showing watermark and
marginal “(QUEENSLAND STAM)P DUTY” heading.
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Chapter Six
The Perforations
There is little to interest the specialist in the perforations as all
stamps from this Postage Stamp issue and the Stamp Duty issue were
perforated on the utility line perforating gauge 12 machine supplied by
Hughes and Kimber and first installed in January 1874. This is known as
the ‘D’ machine in the Basset-Hull Volume I on Queensland.
What is relevant is that the poor alignment and execution of this
perforating machine, which is very apparent in the Chalon Head
productions through the 1870’s, becomes a feature of the early
productions of these stamps. It is particularly noticeable on the very
limited printing on the unwatermarked paper and this may be attributable
to the physical dimensions of the paper sheet which made it difficult to
achieve perfect alignment. It seems that the later perforations were
more disciplined and this may be related to the Type II paper but it is
difficult to be certain. Previous reference has been made to the poor
registration of the perforations and how this was influenced by the
packing of the electrotypes within the plate frame.
There are no recorded perforation varieties in the strict sense but
a small number of imperforate between examples have turned up in all of
the printings on all three papers. These are confined to the One Penny
and Two Pence denominations and are of some considerable scarcity.
Imperforate between examples of the 4d., 6d. and 1s. denominations are
reported but almost certainly come from various proof printings.
The imprecision of the early perforations gave rise to many grossly
oversize and sometimes undersized examples and whilst these may not
have been distributed widely it does seem that when the demand came
for a urgent supply of stamps to be surcharged ‘Half - Penny’ at the
beginning of 1880, they were able to turn to a considerable number of
poorly perforated sheets for this operation which had been retained in
stock and not issued in the normal course of events.
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Perforation Problems
One characteristic of this issue is the large number of ‘off centre‘ stamps.

Type I Crown over Q

Burelé band paper

Type II Crown over Q

Typical examples of poorly aligned perforations.

Crown over Q Type I

Crown over Q Type II

Example of genuine imperforate between pairs

The worn state of the pins of the ‘D’ machine resulted in some of the lowest sheets in
the stack not being properly perforated when passing through the machine.
Traces of perforations are frequently seen.
Careful examination is, therefore, needed before true imperforate examples can be
accepted. Also beware of part perforated proofs. Used examples are probably good.
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Chapter Seven
The Matrix Moulds
The development of this pioneering issue was to set the scene for
stamp production in the Colony for the next thirty years. The principle
of preparing plates from groups of four electrotypes was to be the
essence of nearly all of the Colony’s stamp printing until the
Commonwealth assumed the responsibility for stamp printing in 1913.
The process provided for the facility to increase the size of the
basic moulds as the ability to increase production quantities came about
through the availability of stronger and more reliable supplies of electric
current. Eventually electrotype production could be extended to include
40 or 60 clichés which meant that plates could be reproduced with far
fewer operations. These early electros, however, were fraught with
minor difficulties in achieving perfect reproduction. It is the somewhat
cumbersome process of constantly reproducing images which had one
source in an engraved master die that produced a wealth of small detailed
differences to interest collectors.
A convenient way of illustrating this family tree is by the appended
diagram. From the steel Master Die only lead moulds were struck and it
is from those moulds, when combined in blocks of four, that electros of
four clichés were deposited. These electros, when properly finished with
type metal backing, could then be used as a component of a plate or as a
secondary master to strike more moulds and so the process was capable
of being extended further. Each of the clichés in the group of four
therefore had particular features which are particular to a specific
position in the group and are now considered in detail.
The poor registration of the line perforating machine results in a
considerable majority of poorly centred copies and as many of the
distinguishing features relate to the frame lines and the spandrels it is
helpful, where possible, to show features from all corners to assist in the
identification of the types.
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One Penny - Die I
In all four types there is an indistinct frame line to the curved side
of the NE spandrel network. There is a small break towards the left hand
end of the inner upper frame line nearly always visible dependent upon
the level of inking.
Type I

NE spandrel - the horizontal line projects just inside
the oval above ‘L’
SW spandrel - the curved line extends upwards to join
the vertical outer line
NW spandrel - the curved line extends upwards and
nearly joins the horizontal frame line
'Q' - the tail is longer and curved downwards
The first 'E' of QUEENSLAND has longer lower bar

Type II

NW spandrel - the lower corner is quite open
SE spandrel - the vertical frame lines have coloured
spots near the bottom
The second 'E' of QUEENSLAND has slightly longer
lower bar
NE spandrel – lower frame has flaw next to oval

Type III

NW spandrel - the curved line extends upwards
towards the outer horizontal line
SW spandrel - the curved line extends to the outer
vertical line
'Q' - the tail is short and stumpy

Type IV

NE spandrel - the horizontal line projects into the oval
between 'S' and 'L'
SE spandrel - the curved line extends to just touch the
vertical line which is recut and nearly touches the oval
'Q' and 'U' - usually a feint white dot between the tops
of the letters
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One Penny - Die I Matrix
Die I

Type I

Type II

Type IV

Type III

Careful inspection shows that many of the inner frame lines have been reinforced
on all of the clichés in the group of Die I.
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Two Pence - Die I
For the 2d. a quadruple electro was derived from the 1d. Die I
quadruple by filling in the value label and engraving the new value ‘TWO
PENCE’ in the blank area of the resulting electro. The above features are
therefore to be found the cliché of the quadruple electro of the 2d. Die I.
In addition the following marks can be recognised.
Type I
Type II
Type III

'A' - a slight bulge in the left hand leg
SE spandrel - a small break in the coloured inner frame
line below 'CE'

Type IV
The lettering of the words of value show several minor individual
characteristics and in particular the last 'E' which has a longer bottom
stroke in Types I and II
One Penny - Die II
This was derived from a new mould pressed from the Master Die
and shows clear frame lines to all four spandrels and apparently no
re-cutting to the NE spandrel upper frame line.
Type I

Type II

Type III
Type IV

SW spandrel - the vertical white line merges with the
curved line at the top
NW spandrel - the vertical lines are close and
frequently merge
SW spandrel - the curved line extends at the bottom
to meet the horizontal line
SE spandrel - the curved line extends at the bottom to
meet the horizontal line
The right hand ornament has damage to outside of
upper right curl
SW spandrel - the horizontal white line extends to the
vertical frame line
SE spandrel - the horizontal line extends to nearly
meet the oval below 'E' of PENNY

Some Type II electros of both Die I and Die II images show a
distortion/bulge at the bottom of the white outer frame line of the NE
spandrel just above where it meets the oval - this was later correcte d.
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Two Pence - Die I Matrix group.
Die I

Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

All of the 1d. Die I characteristics can be seen on these clichés in addition to the
flaws listed and the features associated with the ‘TWO PENCE’ lettering.
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One Penny - Die II Matrix
Die II

Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV
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Two Pence - Die II
Early in 1880 when it became necessary to replace some of the Die
I electros in the 2d. plate a new quadruple electro was prepared from a
1d. Die II quadruple by the same process employed for the 2d. outlined
above. All the same features as the 1d. Die II are found on this quadruple
but there are three main differences. The first is that the defective right
hand scroll on Type II has the damage repaired and the frame line defect
is also corrected ; the second is that, in all cases, the lettering of the
‘TWO PENCE’ denomination is much larger being both taller and thicker
than in the 2d. Die I. ; third, the lower loop of the right hand ornament is
redrawn much larger in all types. This may have been necessary if, when
filling up the original lettering of value, this part of the ornament was also
affected.
In addition, the following prominent features of the new lettering
can be recognised.
Type I
Type II

Type III

Type IV

'N' of PENCE - the right hand foot touches the oval
below
'TW' are just touching
'O' of TWO - has a distinct oval profile
First 'E' of QUEENSLAND - the top bar is pointed and
turned up at the end
'TW' are separate
'C' - is larger and has bigger counter than in other
types
Break in outer frame line below 'TW'
'TW' are touching
'D' - white mark to upper right of curve
'TW' are very close
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Two Pence - Die II Matrix group.
Die II

Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

As the Die II show few individual flaws - the major differences are confined
to the characteristics of the ‘TWO PENCE’ lettering.
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Four Pence - Die II
This quadruple electro was created from another blank of the
original 1d. Die II electro and it shows many of the characteristic Die II
features with the major differences being confined to the lettering. The
lower curl of the right hand ornament has been redrawn with an extra
extension which is different in each position but this is not easily defined.
Type I

Type II
Type III

Type IV

'F' - middle bar lower and top bar shorter
Vertical split in left hand outer frame next to 'Q'
Second 'E' of QUEENSLAND joins oval at base
Coloured flaw at back of neck
'F' - upright bent back close to lower scroll
'O' - wide profile and close to 'U'
'F' - close to scroll ;
'OU' - close with space before 'R'
First 'N' of QUEENSLAND has hair line across the top
of the letter
'F' - top bar longer nearly touching 'O'
'OUR' - more equally spaced
'NW' spandrel – top frame joins inner frame at corner

A further mould group was generated which can be recognised by
minor frame breaks and distortions but the lettering always shows the
above characteristics.
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Four Pence - Die II Matrix group.
Die II

Type IV

Type III

Type II

Type I
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Six Pence - Die II
This quadruple electro was created from yet another different
blank of the original 1d. Die II electro and more features are repeated in
this electro. Some differences in the frame lines are apparent but the
major differences are prominent in the lettering.
Type I
Type II
Type III
Type IV

Small break in frame under 'P'
'P' - straight back with curved base to the upright
Extra horizontal mark at end of lower curl of right
hand ornament
'S' - more angular profile
A coloured blotch in lines in front of point of bust
'S' - top of letter is small with narrow opening
Dent in lower outer frame line under 'S' of SIX
'S' - tail is longer
base of 'P' cut off at angle

A further mould group was generated which can be recognised by
minor frame breaks and distortions but the lettering always shows the
above characteristics.
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Six Pence - Die II Matrix group.
Die II

Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

As with the 2d. The major flaws are confined to the different characteristics
of the of ‘SIX PENCE’ lettering.
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One Shilling - Die II
This quadruple was probably prepared at the same time as the 2d.
Die II denomination. This was, however, not prepared from the original
Die II electro as in the case of the 4d. and 6d. electrotypes but from what
appears to be a further blank electro, prepared from the 1d., in
connection with the 2d. Die II manufacturing process. The quality of the
printed stamps appears inferior with many patches and variations of
colour within the stamps. The major characteristics are similar to those
of the 1d. Die II but the following are dedicated to this denomination.
The inferior quality of the electro groups is readily noticed in the
deformed state of the lettering and the spandrel network.
Type I
Type II

Type III
Type IV

A small break in the inner oval above 'O' of ONE
'O' - large and oval sometimes joined to the outer
white oval
'H' - the right limb runs into the inner white oval ;
first 'L' touches the outer oval
Second 'I' extends through the white and coloured
ovals above it
First 'L' is joined to the outer white oval (27 out of
the 30 electros)
Additional ‘bud’ at bottom of right scroll
'O' is usually oval and cuts into the white oval above ;
'N' and 'G' nearly touching

A further mould group was generated which can be recognised by
minor frame breaks and distortions but the lettering always shows the
above characteristics.
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One Shilling - Die II Matrix group.
Die II

Type II

Type I

"

#

"

#

Type IV

Type III

These electros were derived from later/different blank electrotype master
as is evidenced by the difference in the lower loops of the side ornaments.
In creating a new blank master the lower loops were apparently damaged.
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Chapter Eight
The Stamp Duty Issue
In real terms this is the first production using the quadruple
electrotype process and should be recorded as such. Starting life as a
simple Duty stamp this had no family tree and as far as can be identified
comprised only one plate with no subsequent amendments.
The design complied with the basic instructions as to inscription
although, in fact, it bears little relationship with the existing postage
stamps and revenue stamps of 1876. The head and background are very
similar to the postage stamp version and only vary in minute detail which
can be attributed to the engravers individual work on each die.
William Knight must have taken the opportunity to use this less
used revenue stamp to perfect the process that would be needed for the
more publicly used postage stamps. He had no need to use the master
mould and electrotype for other denominations and there is no
indication that any work was done on either the mould or the electros
prepared from the master die.
As with the postage stamp master design there is a constant
scratch present. This is behind the Queen’s head, running somewhat
diagonally from upper left to lower right, across the lined background. It
is present on all stamps and depending upon the level of inking is more
visible on some examples than others but, as with the postage stamp
scratch, it is present on all stamps. However it is not so visible on the
pale purple proofs illustrated and this confirms that it can be obscured by
the less intense inking. Proof impressions were taken on thin card and
the four matrix types, as described by Kenneth Scudder, can be identified.
The printed stamps often demonstrate symptoms of over inking
and this may be attributable to the fact that the paper initially used Crown over Q Type I - was not quite suitable for this new form of
letterpress printing. The somewhat looser texture of the paper, which
was not adequately sized, allowed the ink to permeate the surface and
the effect of this is to obscure some of these identifying features which
have been described from the proof impressions on thin card.
A very small printing was made, probably in October 1879, on
plain paper made by T.H. Saunders & Co. with a lithographed security
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The One Penny Stamp Duty Master Die

!!

As with the Postage Stamp this is described as being taken from the master die
but, at best, it may be a representation taken from an initial master electrotype
as it exhibits marks and flaws which would not be present on an engraved die.

Again there is a very feint diagonal white line, this time behind the nape of the
Queen’s neck which is also present on every cliché but not always easy to see
and is very much dependant upon the quality of inking on the plate.
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burelé band on the reverse - as that used for the printing of postage
stamps. Following the supply of Crown over Q Type II paper another
very small printing was made on this paper and examples are uncommon.
Each individual stamp does also show identical flaws which must
have been present on some master electro or mould. The nature of
these flaws is such that they cannot be regarded as defects in the master
die which was cut into a steel plate but do have the appearance of electro
defects attributable to some transfer or electrolytic process.
These flaws are identified on the accompanying illustration and do
suggest that William Knight did not make the quadruple moulds by direct
impression from the master die but did employ some intermediate
transfer process. This lends credibility to the proposition that this stamp
was in some way used experimentally to perfect the technique of this
new method of plate production. It may well be the case that
considerable time was spent in getting the delicate operation of
electrolysis right as these minor flaws are of a form which are not
obviously perpetuated when looking at the postage stamp electrotypes
which followed.
If the electros were taken directly from impressions of the steel
Master Die then the small faults which are apparent would not exist in
the form that they do. It is apparent that none of the printed stamps
reflect the original Master Die but are all as the result of a second stage
of electrotype reproduction confirming that this stamp was, in some way,
used experimentally to perfect the postage stamp multiple electro
process.
Only one major flaw has been found on the printed stamps and this
is of similar nature to the well known 'QO' flaw on the 1d. postage
stamp; the 'QUEENSbAND' and 'PENGE' flaws on the 2d. postage stamp.
It takes the form of a white extension to the top of the 'N' in
Queensland extending into the frame line above. It occurs on a Type IV
cliché in an unknown position. One stamp shows a distinct horizontal
scratch through the ‘N’ of Queensland and extending to the Queen’s
tiara. This scratch also continues onto the adjoining stamp thereby
appearing across two adjoining clichés. These have now been determined
as stamps #105 and #106 on the sheet.
This stamp was probably first made available for use in October
1878 as is suggested by the earliest date of use recorded, which is on a
Government document and dated 13 October 1878.
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Stamp Duty Matrix group
Type I

Type II

Type III

Type IV

Type I

Bottom r.h. corner triangle distorted and joins outer frame below
Break in second line above 'E' of ONE
Notch in outer top r.h. corner frame line
Centre of upper left spandrel design broken leaving dot to the right

Type II

No clear identifying features

Type III Split in upper left hand frame line near top
Small upward projection at top l.h. Outer frame
Type IV Clear break or dent in lower frame below 'E P' of value tablet ( variable )
Notch in outer top l.h. corner frame line
Less well defined notch in outer top r.h. corner frame line
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1d. Stamp Duty Flaws

A white flaw joins the top of the ‘N’
to the frame line.

"

It has not been possible to position
this flaw on the plate.

A scratch through the ‘O’ of ONE
It has not been possible to position
this flaw on the plate.

#
A scratch which extends across two adjoining stamps #105 and #106

" "

$

"

$

An unusual flaw which is shown here on stamp #56 - a Type IV cliché.

#

This flaw is unusual because it is a positive coloured mark.
Such flaws are usually caused by foreign matter being caught on the plate when
it can receive ink and then print on the paper. Such marks are normally transient.
In this case, however, the mark occurs on several Type IV clichés and is therefore
likely to be a fault on one electrotype which was, at some stage, corrected.
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Chapter Nine
The Issued Stamps
Crown over Q Type I paper
Two Pence - Plate I
The first stamp to be issued was the 2d. denomination, 1000 sheets
of which were received from the printing office on 10 April 1879. The
earliest date of use so far recorded is 19 May 1879 and this is on a cover
out of Brisbane used in conjunction with a 6d. Chalon Head paying the
8d. rate to U.K. via Brindisi.
The ink for the 2d. was composed of a mixture of ultramarine and
Prussian blue, with the occasional use of white or grey pigments to
lighten or tone down the effect. If the ink was not properly mixed, or
was allowed to stand during the printing operation, one of the pigments
predominated and thus a wide range of shades, including bright
ultramarine, grey-ultramarine, royal blue etc. was produced.
The perforator - giving line perforation 12 from the 'D' machine was giving rough results on all stamps at this time. Two used horizontal
pairs, perforated 12 all round and apparently imperforate between are
recorded. Examples in bright ultramarine are known with inverted
watermark.
It will be seen that only 1000 copies of the 'PENGE' and
'QUEENSbAND' varieties can exist on this paper and these are,
therefore, of considerable rarity.
One Penny - Plate I
This denomination was received from the printing office on 15 May
1879 when 1052 sheets were supplied. The earliest date of use is
recorded as 4 August 1879 and is a single use on a local drop-rate cover.
The ink employed for this denomination produced shades of dull
brown-red and brown-orange. The perforation was the same as that for
the 2d. and a used horizontal pair, imperforate between, is recorded.
Only 1052 copies of the 'QOEENSLAND' variety can exist on this
paper and these are consequently of some considerable rarity.
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1d. Issued Stamp

Die II

Die II

Die I

Die I

Examples from Plate 2 on Crown over Q type I paper.
"

Die II

Die II

Die I

Die I

A block from Plate 2 printed in lighter shade showing the ‘QO’ flaw.
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2d. Issued Stamp

A block showing stamps from Die I ( top 8 units ) and
stamps from Die II ( lower 8 units ) in a dull shade.
Probably from Plate 2

A marginal block of Die II stamps in a bright shade.
Probably from Plate 3
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Four Pence - Plate I
This denomination was received from the printing office on 6 June
1879 but no record of the number of sheets supplied has been
discovered. This may be because the lithographed 4d. Chalon Head was
still available and the numbers of the new issue may not have been
segregated. The scarcity of this stamp suggests that the printing must
have been a small one. The earliest date of use is recorded as 6 October
1879.
No perforation varieties are recorded and it is believed that the
imperforate varieties recorded come from proof sheets as none are
found in used condition.
There are no significant varieties recorded on this denomination.
The paper for these first issues, as predicted by William Knight,
soon ran out and recourse was made to the temporary unwatermarked
paper.
No watermark with Burelé band
The old paper was to be replaced by the new version when it
became available. A crisis occurred in the summer of 1879 and was
resolved by acquiring a quantity of plain white handmade paper
manufactured by T. H. Saunders & Co.. In an attempt to provide some
substitute for a watermark, twelve bands of interlaced wavy lines were
lithographed upon it in pale lilac.
At the same time it appears that an initial supply of the previously
ordered new paper became available and during October and November
and the printings at this time were carried out concurrently on two
papers. Neither of these papers was prepared specifically for the
letterpress printing process and the lack of a suitable properly sized
printing surface resulted in a distinctive printing where the ink, being
absorbed by the porous paper, has a very intense and over-inked
appearance.
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One Penny
The first printing on this emergency paper was 250 sheets of the
1d. denomination printed from Plate II, being the rearranged electros
version of Plate I, and was supplied to the Post Office on 8 October
1879. Between 21st. and 31st. October a further 200 sheets printed on
the emergency paper were supplied and a final printing of only 56 sheets
on this paper were supplied on 14 November 1879. This means that a
total of only 506 sheets were printed on the plain or burélé paper.
The colour of these stamps was a dull brown-orange and they
frequently exhibit the appearance of over-inking, probably as a result of
the paper not having been sufficiently sized as previously described.
From this it is clear that only 506 examples of the 'QOEENSLAND'
variety can exist on this paper making it an extremely scarce stamp and
this denomination in mint condition is, in any event, considered a great
rarity.
Two Pence
The first printing on this emergency paper is recorded as being
some 200 sheets supplied between 21st. and 31st. October 1879 and this
was followed by a further supply of 287 sheets on 14 November 1879. A
total of only 487 sheets were printed on this plain or burélé paper.
The colour of these stamps was in shades of deep ultramarine and
often they also have the appearance of over-inking, probably for the same
reasons as that described for the 1d. denomination.
The number of 'PENGE' and 'QUEENSbAND' varieties is limited
to 487 copies of each and, as with the 1d. denomination, these varieties
are very scarce stamps and again mint examples are considered great
rarities.
There are no records of the Four Pence denomination being
printed on this paper.
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The 1d. use on cover

Paying the single printed matter rate

Pair of 1d. with 4d. paying 6d. rate to England - 5 Jan 1880.
This represents the earliest recorded date of use of the 1d. - 4 August 1879

Seven copies paying the short-lived 7d. Rate to U.K.
"

One copy shows the ‘QO’ flaw.
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The 2d. use on cover

2d. with 6d. Chalon head paying 8d. Rate to U.K.

Earliest recorded date of use - 19 May 1879

2d. with 6d Chalon Head paying 8d. to Ireland - 12 Jan 1880.

Paying the single letter rate to New Zealand.
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Burelé Band stamps on cover
Examples are typical of the poor perforation alignment found on this issue.
Both are used early in 1880 which are probably the earliest dates of use.

Pair of 1d. with 4d. paying 6d. rate to England - 5 Jan 1880.

2d. with 6d Chalon Head paying 8d. to Ireland - 12 Jan 1880.
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Crown over Q Type II paper
The old Crown over Q Type I paper was exhausted before the
new paper arrived but an early supply of the new watermarked paper was
apparently available for use during October and November 1879. This
limited supply - it may well have been a sample supplied in haste - of the
new Type II paper was not very suitable for letterpress printing as, in
common with the emergency paper previously described, it was
insufficiently sized. The resulting stamps have a similar appearance to
those on the emergency paper but they are very scarce and difficult to
identify in used condition. The main identifying feature is that if the stamp
has the appearance of those on the burelé paper but has a Type II
watermark then it is probably from this early limited printing.
One Penny
The period between 21st. and 31st. October 1879 saw the first
printing on 300 sheets of the new paper followed by a further printing on
14 November on another 700 sheets. Stamps from these early printings
are very scarce and can only be identified by the appearance as described
above. They are all printed from Plate II.
The main supply of the new paper must have been delivered in
November 1879 and printing proceeded on this new more highly surfaced
paper for many years. There are no surviving records which document
the quantities of various printings.
The printings continued from Plate II in shades of brown-red and
brown-orange until the latter part of 1880 when it appeared in a pale dull
orange, a copy dated 16 October 1880 being the earliest example
recorded. This shade should not be confused with a somewhat similar
shade which occurs in the later scarlet printings of 1881 onwards. The
fiscal use of this denomination - and the subsequent cleaning to achieve
unused examples - distorts the colour and care should be taken when
trying to attribute a shade to any particular example.
A colour proof block of four in a bright red on highly surfaced plain
unwatermarked paper is endorsed “( )ur approved / ( )br. 24 1880” and
this colour is also represented on a proof block on Crown over Q Type
II paper, perforated 12, of unknown date.
In March 1881 the 1d. was issued in scarlet and continued in
various shades until it was replaced by a new design in November 1882.
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The scarlet pigment was extremely variable and resulted in many shades
ranging from pale dull to bright scarlet and a dull shade showing tints of
orange.
The 'QOEENSLAND' variety continued with the new colour but
there is a possibility, not demonstrated by any firm evidence, that the
defective electro was eventually replaced suggesting that a Plate III was
eventually employed. A vertical pair, imperforate between, is recorded in
brown-red.
Two Pence - Plate II
Printing from the 2d denomination Plate I continued in ultramarine
and dull ultramarine until the end of 1879 or beginning of 1880 when a
second plate was brought into use, this Plate II being a resetting of the
electros of Plate I.
Although only in use for a few months, the stamps printed from it
appear in a wide range of shades presumably resulting from poor mixing,
ink settlement or pigment separation. A shade of Royal Blue, presumably
due to a predominance of Prussian blue in the ink mix, is scarce and is
recorded used on 13 April 1880. Shades of bright clear ultramarine blue
are recorded in May 1880.
The varieties ‘PENGE’ and ‘QUEENSbAND’ continue in these
printings.
In April 1880 a printing was made from Plate III. This was the first
use of Die II electros and the earliest recorded used date, in a deep
grey-ultramarine shade, is 21 July 1880. The varieties found on Plate I are
no longer present, those defective electros having been replaced. The
predominant shades range from the early deep grey-ultramarine, dull and
pale ultramarine but they cannot be given a specific order although there
is evidence that in March 1881 it was issued in a scarce shade of bright
greyish ultramarine.
Imperforate between examples are recorded, from Plate III.
There is also evidence that a fourth plate was introduced in the
summer of 1882 with printings in a pale ultramarine appearing in August
1882, shortly before the new design was introduced.
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Use of 4d. Denomination

Examples illustrating the 4d. stamp paying the Registration Rate.

4d. pair paying both the registration Rate and the long sea route to England.
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Four Pence
Printings on the Crown over Q Type II paper continued in a
yellow-orange shade until 12 August 1881 when it was issued in a dull
yellow-orange although the colour proof was recorded in a deep yellow
shade. This deep yellow shade is not recorded in a printed issue until a
year later when a used example is dated 15 August 1882. The dull yellow
shade continued to be printed until it was replaced by stamps in the new
design. Unused copies of this denomination are scarce.
Imperforate between examples are recorded but historically these
have been assumed to be from proof printings and they were never
distributed to the Post Office.
Six Pence
The first printing of this denomination probably took place in
January 1880. Only one plate was used and the timing of the issue of this
value had to do with the introduction of stamps for both fiscal and
postage use on 1 January 1880. This initial printing was in a yellow-green
shade but copies postally used in 1880 are uncommon, the Chalon Head
denomination remaining in use for some time.
This plate continued to be printed in the yellow-green shade until
11 March 1881 when the colour was changed to a more definite green
colour. Undated colour proofs exist in this deeper shade of green and
at some later date it was printed in a bluish-green colour. Both of these
green shades were in use at the same time
with the deep bluish - green shade being scarce in unused condition.
Many of these stamps were used for fiscal purposes and care must
be taken when assessing unused examples to ensure that they are not
fiscally used copies which have been subsequently cleaned and
re-gummed. Such processes can be detected by the use of an U V lamp
and by carefully inspecting the surface of the stamp for damage and
staining.
As with the 4d value, imperforate between examples are recorded
but historically these have also been assumed to be from proof printings
and they were never distributed to the Post Office.
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Use of 6d. and 1s. denomination

Paying the 6d. single letter rate to England.

Used with a 3d. Chalon Issue paying the 9d. Letter rate to England.

Rare use of 1s. (with 4d.) paying ‘all up’ rate to America.
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One Shilling
There is some confusion as to the date of the first printing and
issue of this denomination. The printing of the Chalon Head issue on the
emergency paper in the summer of 1879 was to last for some time, the
principal use for this value being for fiscal purposes, genuine postal use
being very scarce.
The introduction is reported in “The Philatelic Record” for August
1880 in the following terms:
“ We have seen the new 1s. value of the new type. The colour is rich,
but the execution is as monstrous as the rest of the native productions.”
Alfred Smith & Co.’s Monthly Circular also announces this stamp,
they having been sent a copy of this stamp by Messrs. Pemberton, Wilson
& Co. in the same month.
In contrast to this, Vindin’s Philatelic Monthly in 1892-94 published
papers by A. F. Basset-Hull which assert that the 1s. was first issued in
May 1881. The report claims that the first reference that could be found
state that the deep violet colour was only approved in April 1881 and
issued on 4 May.
All stamps of this denomination appear in two distinct shades of
mauve / purple / lilac / violet - time having distorted, to some extent,
these closely related colours. Not to mention the attentions of those
who have cleaned and re-gummed fiscally used copies to achieve unused
examples, thereby distorting original colours.
The probable explanation is that the two distinct colours have not
been properly recorded historically, partly owing to the confusion over
the recording of the printings of the Chalon Head design in a similar
colour on the emergency paper in the summer of 1879.
No proofs of this denomination were recorded at the time but
imperforate plate proofs on Crown over Q Type II paper are now
recorded and they are in a shade which appear to represent an earlier
printing. If the historical descriptions are used as a guide then the early
printing - August 1880 - can be regarded as being in a mauve shade while
the later printing - May 1881 - can be regarded as being in a deep violet.
This later, deeper colour, is consistent with the darker colours which
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Multiple use of the stamps

All covers show multiple stamps making up the 9d. rate to United Kingdom.
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were introduced with the 1881 printings in the other denominations.
Early records never identified this distinction.
Although dated copies are scarce, when viewing a substantial used
selection of these stamps they do appear to fall into two distinct groups.
A smaller group in a paler shade of mauve / purple and a larger group in a
deeper violet colour. It is only this latter group that bear the serif
version of the ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint and this is consistent with a later
1881 printing. In this particular there is a parallel with the six pence
denomination also being found in two distinct shades of green.
The 1d. “error ” of colour
A shade, which has been described as orange-yellow, bearing a
remarkable resemblance to the 4d. denomination, has been recorded.
This was chronicled in October 1881 in “The Philatelic Record” - Vol. III,
page 168 - the “error” being cited as one of a strip of five stamps, the
others being the 4d. value. This item has never reappeared and as far
back as 1895 it has always been considered that 1d. stamps of this colour
are chemical changelings of the 1d. scarlet, appearing in many shades of
orange-yellow, on both types of Crown over Q paper. Current analysis
requires that this conclusion has to be reconsidered.
The scarlet shade was not introduced until the old Type I paper
had long been used up so there has to be another explanation. One of
the features which troubled William Knight with the introduction of the
new process was the requirement that the 1d. stamp should be produced
in the same colour as the issue that it replaced. That original colour was
basically a vermilion red. The main ingredient of the pigment giving that
particular colour is mercuric sulphide. Any compound of mercury is
likely to react with base metals and in particular copper, a very ‘active’
metal - hence its use in electrotype deposition.
The printer would be aware of this potential problem. It was
reported by Burgess, in his 1924 Australian Philatelic Review article, that
one whole plate of the 1d. was destroyed and rendered useless in one
day owing to the reaction of the plate with the ink. This was probably as
a result of trying to achieve the colour of the previous 1d. denomination
that was being replaced as originally required by the Government brief.
The vermilion colour could not, apparently, be replicated using the new
copper surfaced printing plate.
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1d. “Error of Colour”

An example which is believed to be unused.
There is evidence of colour and design distortion which may be as a result of a
immediate reaction between the ink and the copper electrotype.

These examples have been cleaned of basic obliterations.
While this may have been of a ‘fiscal’ nature it is most likely that this was an
obliteration applied by the printer as the finished colour was not acceptable.

A few apparently genuine postally used examples have been seen where these
defective stamps may have been put into circulation.
In this case care must be taken to avoid copies which may have been altered.
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There would be no reaction with hardened steel intaglio printing
plates on paper which contained few other active chemicals. However,
the use of copper in a letterpress process could present a new problem.
This is almost certainly why the new design was introduced in a
brown-red colour containing no pigments which would react with the
copper printing plate. We already know that to perfect the letterpress
image the paper has to be properly sized with a smooth surface. This
introduces another chemical element into the printing process,
exacerbated by the fact that the printing process requires the paper to be
other than bone dry thereby providing a catalyst for any chemical
reaction.
The appearance of later 1d denominations - c. 1890 - in this orange
colour was subsequently attributed to this chemical reaction, the printer
reporting that stamps that had been printed in a normal vermilion colour
had, in fact, changed colour overnight.
The suggestion of this colour being attributed a “colour changeling”
status carries the inference that it is the result of some manipulation for
another purpose whereas it is most likely, if not certainly, a natural result
of the printing process. Any copy on the Type I paper may have resulted
from some printer’s colour trial when the problem was first
encountered. There is evidence, when taking into account issues from
later printings also printed from copper electrotype plates, that it is the
earlier printings from the plate that react more vigorously. Once the
plate has received a coating of ink it appears that the surface of that plate
becomes less sensitive to the chemical reaction and the resulting print
does not exhibit the same changes in colour. The copper surface of the
plate is adversely affected by the chemical reaction and does deteriorate
providing inferior results thereby limiting the life of the plate. In the
event, copper electrotype plates were eventually coated with a nickel
plating and in 1896 with chromium plate to avoid this particular problem.
All recorded examples of this orange shade are unused, a used
example being immediately regarded with suspicion. On the other hand
they may never have been distributed, the colour being obvious before
being sent out. However, used examples have been seen in distinct
yellow shade but these should be treated with caution until it can be
established that they have not been subject to manipulation.
Attempts were made in late 1880 to improve the colour of the 1d.
stamp and a proof is recorded, dated 24 November 1880, on plain
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surfaced paper in a new brighter red colour - as recorded above. There
is a similar proof on Type II paper suggesting that the printer was
experimenting with the new colour pigments giving a ‘scarlet’ finished
colour. In practice issued stamps printed in this colour very considerably
in shade suggesting that, whatever the composition of the ink, it was not
only fugitive - to respond to the fiscal requirements - but also apparently
very sensitive to light.
From the evidence adduced it is now probable that these “orange”
stamps are the result of a natural chemical reaction and can properly be
regarded as colour trials or an initial print run prepared by the printer in
his attempts to provide a more acceptable “red” colour for this
denomination. As a result the use of mercuric sulphide was, presumably,
thereafter avoided as a pigment and this is supported by the colour
variations on the 1d. denomination of the next sideface issue.
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Chapter Ten
The “Half-penny” Surcharge
This is the only surcharged denomination issued by the Colony and
as such was only of provisional status. The circumstances of the issue
merit examination.
In February 1880 information was received of some alterations in
the rates of postage to the United Kingdom which would necessitate the
provision of a One Halfpenny stamp. There being no time to prepare a
special plate before the rates came into force, a provisional stamp was
requisitioned as follows :
General Post Office
Brisbane
20th. Feby. 1880
Memo for Stamps, G.P.O.
In consequence of recent alterations in rates of postage on
correspondence for the United Kingdom and Foreign countries,
the Government Engraver should be requested to alter
20,000 penny stamps to halfpenny.
J.C. McDONNELL.
Government Engraver instructed accordingly.
W.W. 20.2.80.
The “ Gazette ” of 21st. February 1880 contains a notification that
in consequence of the abolition of the Southampton service, and the
adoption of that via Brindisi as the only route for the transit of mails for
the United Kingdom and Europe, the rates of postage had been altered to
Letters
7d. per ½ oz.
Newspapers
1½ d. each
Packets
2d. per 2 ozs.
and the rates via San Francisco had been similated to these.
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The Government Printer printed the word “Half-penny” vertically
in black, in ordinary lower case type with initial capital, on 170 sheets 20,400 stamps - of the current 1d. in brown-red printed from Plate II.
These were reported as being issued to the Post Office on 21st. February
but an article by “Post Office” in Australian Philatelist Vol. page 46 for
July 1894, a local collector living in Queensland states that the date of
issue was, in fact, 23rd. February - the reason being that the 21st. was a
Saturday and as the requirement was to meet the second monthly sailing
leaving Moreton Bay on 25th. February the actual issue date was the
following Monday. Samuel Dalby - a local collector and recognised
contemporary correspondent - acquired the issue at the time and a
vertical pair was notated by him “Issued today 23.2.80”. This must,
therefore, be regarded as the practical issue date.
Although it was recorded that this surcharge was effected by the
Government Printer there was a suggestion that the work was actually
done within the General Post Office, using part of the existing stock of
1d. stamps which showed defective perforations rendering them
unsuitable for immediate distribution. Perhaps the answer will never be
uncovered for certain.
Five days later, on the 28th. February 1880, a telegram was sent to
all Postmasters cancelling the Notice of 20th. February and restoring
postage rates of letters to 6d. per oz. and packets to the old
“Southampton” rate, and at the same time instructing them to advise all
district offices accordingly.
The consequence of this reversal meant that there was only one
overseas sailing which could have carried mail at the new rates and the
use of the provisional surcharged denomination was very limited and
genuine used examples are very scarce.
The usual varieties found on the basic 1d. stamp can be found on
this surcharged issue and when one considers the fact that only 170
sheets were overprinted those varieties are of considerable rarity.
Although they were only available for one overseas sailing they were, of
course, still valid for postage both within the Colony but genuinely used
examples on cover are not recorded. A fake cover was reported, and
illustrated by the late Geoffrey Adams FRPSL, in Gibbons Stamp Monthly
of August 1983.
Examples of this provisional are known with a forged surcharge,
easily distinguished when compared with an original, the surcharge being
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The Half-penny Surcharge

Joined pair of Die I and Die II

Die I

Die II

The ‘QO’ Flaw
The differences in the shade of these surcharged stamps probably confirms that
these basic stamps were drawn from previously rejected printings taken into stock.
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usually applied to unused or lightly used stamps. If the surcharge reads
downwards then this is certainly a forgery.
It is also recorded that, in the absence of the provisional stamp,
Postmasters would accept the normal 1d. stamp, cut in half diagonally,
used with a 1d. stamp on newspapers under 4 ozs. A piece of newspaper
bearing an 1880 date with the stamps tied has been recorded and I can
illustrate that piece here.

This item is currently held in the L’Estrange collection
in the Brisbane Museum.

To complete the story of this issue the ‘SPECIMEN’ overprints must be
considered. Out of the 170 sheets surcharged it is recorded that two
sheets were overprinted with the standard ‘SPECIMEN’ in sans serif
lettering, diagonally in black. The lettering was applied by hand with the
2 mm x 21.5 mm standard type. One sheet had the overprint applied
diagonally upwards from left to right and the other downwards from right
to left. Multiples exist and those examples where the basic stamp
contains one of the varieties then each one of those must be regarded as
unique items.

The ‘QO’ flaw.

‘SPECIMEN’ inverted

The only caution to this status is that there has been an unconfirmed
report that there were actually five sheets so overprinted. Even so, these
varieties remain distinct rarities. I would add that, in my experience, the
number of examples that are available would suggest that more than two
sheets were treated.
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Essays for the unissued ½d. Denomination.
As soon as the requirement for a ½d. denomination was notified
to William Knight he started preparations for a permanent stamp of that
denomination. Essays were submitted for approval, and adopted, on
26th. February 1880. They were submitted in horizontal pairs, one with
the head on a plain background the other with a vertically lined
background. In each case the 'Q' of Queensland is reversed with the tail
to the left.
These were prepared by printing from a lithographic transfer taken
from a copper plate engraved by William Knight. Originally it was
thought that the engraving work had been prepared by William Bell but
that was not the case. Owing to the limited time available, and the delays
experienced with the 1879 dies, it is unlikely that Bell did any of the
work. The head is an exact reproduction, two-thirds size, of that
employed for the Southern and Western Railway Parcels stamps, the
head for which was engraved on copper by William Knight in 1868.
Other essays were prepared and examples exist as follows :
On unwatermarked paper - in black, rose and orange-red.
On Crown over Q Type II paper - sideways - in purple and blue
On Crown over Q Type II paper - upright - in dull rose and orange
The design with the head on a plain background was the one
approved and Knight prepared a lithographic stone with 120 subjects in
12 horizontal rows of 10. Several sheets were printed in scarlet on
Crown over Q Type II paper. These were not gummed or perforated
and on abandonment of the need for this value the sheets were
overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’, diagonally in black in sans serif capitals in 2.5
mm x 21.5 mm type. These stamps had the 'Q' with the tail normal to
the right.
The initial requirement was for some 2000 sheets, being the
estimated quantity required for the half year ending 30th. June 1880, and
this was the order previously referred to as having been cancelled.
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The Half-Penny Essays of 1880

The Essays were prepared in shades purple, orange, blue and black with both cleared
and uncleared backgrounds. The initial production had the ‘Q’ reversed.

The final approved essay was printed in vermilion on Crown over Q II paper.
It was never issued and all the sheets were overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’.
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Chapter Eleven
Proofs and Specimens
PROOFS
Many proofs were prepared in the course of printing the various
denominations of this issue. They are recorded separately here in a
sequence by denomination. Many have been referred to in the text but
this comprehensive list may assist in the further study of this issue.
ONE PENNY
Imperforate on thin card :
The initial submitted proof, in a complete sheet, in red-brown - is
retained in a private collection.
Die I Plate proofs in red-brown, similar to the issued colour, on
thick unwatermarked paper.
The same proofs but bearing portion of circular obliteration.
Die I and Die II Plate proofs in blue prepared from Plate I sheet as
colour samples for the Two Pence value.
The same proofs but bearing portion of circular obliteration.
Die I and Die II in bright red on smooth polished card as colour
proofs c. November 1880
Perforated on burelé paper :
Die I and Die II in red-brown defaced with blue crayon c. Aug.1879
Imperforate on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Die I and Die II proofs in issued colour c. November 1879
Die I and Die II defaced with blue crayon c. November 1879
Perforated on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Die I and Die II in bright red prepared as colour proofs defaced
with ink lines c. February 1881
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The Proof sheet submitted by William Knight in August 1878.

A similar sheet, printed in Blue, was submitted at the same time.
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The letter from William Knight accompanying the 1d proof sheet

Significantly introducing the matter of paper supplies.
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1d. Proofs

Rare strip from the initial 1d. plate proof in blue.
This comes from row 4 and has two clichés from Die I at units 3 and 4.
The proof sheet would only have had a total of 32 clichés from Die I.

Early proofs on thin card.

Later colour proofs - Nov. 24 1880 - on unwatermarked paper.
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TWO PENCE
Imperforate on thin card :
An initial submitted proof, in a split complete sheet, in blue - also
retained in a private collection.
Die I in blue
Imperforate on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Die II defaced with blue crayon c. January 1880
Perforated on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Die II ‘CANCELLED’ horizontally and inverted in black.
FOUR PENCE
Imperforate on thin card :
Bright yellow c. December 1879
Imperforate on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Dull yellow c. January 1880
Dull yellow defaced with blue crayon and overprinted
‘CANCELLED’ diagonally in black.
SIX PENCE
Imperforate on thin card :
Initial submitted proof c. Dec. 1879, in a part sheet, in yellow-green
- in a private collection.
Imperforate on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Yellow green c. January 1880
Yellow green defaced with blue crayon c. January 1880
Green defaced with blue crayon c. March 1881
Green defaced with blue crayon and overprinted ‘CANCELLED’
horizontally and also a copy vertically reading up in black.
Green as colour proof defaced with ink lines c. March 1881
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2d. Proofs

Die I

Die II
Marginal manuscript = ‘(E)lectrotype’.
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Proof Sheet of 2d Die I submitted in February 1879

Proof sheets of the Fourpence and Sixpence were submitted at the same time.
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Letter from William Knight submitting proofs of the
Two Pence Four Pence and Six Pence denominations.

Litho. Office,
Treasury,
February 21st. 1879
The Hon.
The Colonial Treasurer.
Sir,
I have the honour to submit for approval proofs of new
twopenny, fourpenny and sixpenny postage stamps, on plain
paper, printed from electrotypes made by myself in the litho
office.
The two first are printed in colours as near as
possible to those now in use, but the sixpenny, I fear, will
not be satisfactory in this respect, as I could not obtain
the requisite shade from the maker, though specimens were
sent to him. I propose, therefore, to send to England for a
sufficient supply of all colours that we may require. By
doing so we shall get a better article at a much cheaper
rate. A proof of the penny stamps has been submitted, with
reason for variation of shade, and I am now waiting the
approval of the Hon. The Postmaster-General.
I shortly expect a large supply of paper from England, made
expressly for electrotype printing, when I trust the results
will be more satisfactory.
If it is thought desirable, I am prepared to make electros
for all the denominations in use, without further cost to the
Government beyond the chemicals used ; but, at present, I
think this is scarcely worthwhile, as the plates from which
they are printed are in good condition, and the demand is so
small.
If desired, the sheets may all be reduced to the same size,
and made to contain the same number of stamps, together
printed by different processes.
As a very considerable saving will be effected by the
adoption of this new process of printing, I would suggest
that it may be commenced at once.
I am etc.
William Knight
Government Printer
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4d. Proofs

From an early proof sheet.

A later proof pair on Crown over Q Type II paper.
Many proofs, of all denominations, are recorded with part perforations.
These cannot be regarded as true imperforate between varieties.
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6d. and 1s. Proofs

Lower five rows of sheet

Proofs of the One Shilling are scarce.
These examples illustrate the two distinct shades found.
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ONE SHILLING
Imperforate on Crown over Q Type II paper :
Mauve c. August 1880
Perforated on Crown over Q type II paper :
Deep mauve as colour proof defaced with blue crayon-March 1881
Both deep and pale mauve with manuscript ‘ Cancelled ’ in red ink
diagonally reading upwards - sometimes underlined.
Also copies with ms. in black.
ONE PENNY STAMP DUTY
Imperforate on thin card :

These proofs are found in the two above colours in similar quantities.
They are also found in single copies and are also listed as ‘specimens’ as
their use for postal purposes resulted in their being made available for
U.P.U. circulation.
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SPECIMENS
There were four versions of the ‘Specimen’ endorsements each
apparently being used on a dedicated basis. All stamps are printed on
Crown over Q Type II paper and perforated 12 unless otherwise stated.
Manuscript :
One Penny - Die I and Die II in red-brown, diagonally in violet,
reading up from left to right.
Hand stamped diagonally in san serif capitals - 21mm. x 2.5mm. in
black :
One Penny - Die I and Die II in red-brown
Two penny - Die I and Die II in ultramarine shades
Four Pence - Die II in yellow-orange shades
Six Pence - Die II in pale yellow-green
‘Half-penny’ Die I and Die II in red-brown - also inverted
‘SPECIMEN’ - one sheet recorded.
Hand stamped diagonally in san serif capitals - 21mm. x 2.5 mm. in
mauve :
One Penny - Die I and Die II in red-brown and scarlet
Four Pence - Die II in yellow-orange
Six Pence -Die II in pale yellow-green
Handstamped diagonally in large serif capitals - 23.5mm. x 3.5mm.
in red :
One Penny - Die I and Die II in scarlet shades
Handstamped diagonally in large serif capitals - 23.5mm. x 3.5mm.
in black :
One Penny - Die I and Die II in scarlet shades
Two Pence - Die I and Die II in ultramarine shades also
‘SPECIMEN’ reading downwards
Four Pence - Die II in deep yellow - also ‘SPECIMEN’ reading
downwards
Six Pence - Die II in deep green - ‘SPECIMEN’ reading downwards
only
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Specimens A

Manuscript “Specimen” - perhaps an early production

Hand stamped “SPECIMEN” in black - the 4d. may well exist.

Hand stamped “SPECIMEN” mauve - the 2d. may well exist.

One sheet had “SPECIMEN” inverted.
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One Shilling - Die II in deep mauve - ‘SPECIMEN’ reading upwards
only
I have seen examples of the 1d. with a small manuscript ‘s’ and the
2d. with a small manuscript ‘s’ over ‘1880’. Their status is uncertain but
these stamps may have been proofs.
Other ‘SPECIMENS’ have been recorded but some of these may
well have been applied at a later date and probably not for a purpose
connected with the production and issue of these stamps.
The first is hand stamped in sans serif letters, 15 mm. x 2 mm. in
red, and applied horizontally to the One Penny, Four Pence, Six Pence
and One Shilling, in pairs. This style of hand stamp has also been seen on
printings of the Bradbury Wilkinson & Co. high denominations - the Ten
Shillings and One Pound of c. 1895 - and the four numeral lower
denominations of similar vintage.
The other format comprises all of the denominations obliterated in
blocks of four with a 10 mm. black circle in the same manner as the
Chalon Head definitives representing the reprints of c. 1895.
I have now seen three copies of the Stamp Duty 1d. with
‘SPECIMEN’ in black sans serif capitals. Two have the smaller version approx. 15mm. x 2mm, - applied horizontally across the middle of each
stamp with what appears to be handstamp. A third has a larger version approx. 17mm. x 3mm. - also applied horizontally. As no equivalent
handstamp has been seen on the postage stamp issues it must be
assumed that this was applied at some later date when the stamp needed
to be affirmed for international postage service.
It would seem that these latter versions are all applied at a later
date as part of the Government issue prepared for U.P.U. distribution.
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Specimens B

A new style “SPECIMEN” was applied to samples of later printings
on Crown Q II paper before 1s. issued.

A similar version was continued c.1881 after the 1s. was issued.

Stamps from early proof sheets received c.d.s. style obliterations perhaps post 1892.

Duty Stamp proofs had similar obliterations including blank quadrants.
These were also probably produced at a later date, perhaps after 1892.
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Chapter Twelve
Plate Flaws and Varieties
The nature of surface or letterpress printing, coupled with the
method of manufacture of the actual printing plates, gives rise to
distinctive flaws and varieties.
These flaws can only exist in two formats. As the ink is transferred
to the paper by being applied to the raised areas of the printing plate
then the only two circumstances are:
coloured areas where the ink is transferred by other than the raised
areas of the plate – caused by over-inking, worn clichés or the presence
of foreign matter on the plate.
white flaws where no ink was transferred to the paper
Dealing with the excess coloured areas first, there are, in fact, no
constant flaws of this type on this issue. The life of a copper plate
comprising groups of electros has been estimated at some 33,000
impressions but with the electros being capable of replacement this life
can be extended somewhat by substituting some of the electros as they
exhibit wear. It is this wear that can give rise to flaws. With the areas of
ink between the very fine lines of the design being liable to wear then ink
is liable to migrate into the uninked elements of the design. This feature
can be seen in later printings of the Two Pence denomination when such
ink build up tends to obscure the fine lines in the spandrel areas. Such
coloured areas are inconsistent and rarely repeated in any pattern as
much depends upon the proper cleaning of the plate thereby reducing
the amount of ink that can build up.
In practice the method of electro production precludes, or at the
very least makes it an extremely unlikely event, that 'extra' design
elements can be introduced without them being subsequently removed
by the printer / engraver. The electro can be altered to remove material
and this creates non printed elements, not the other way round. One
interesting example of additional colour can be found on one cliché of
the Stamp Duty electrotype where there is apparently a build up of ink
on foreign matter between the words ONE PENNY which can be found
as a distinct ‘blob’ in some later printing and a much feinter mark on
others - presumably before the ink build up became significant.
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The uncoloured flaws can now be considered.
The existence of two basic Dies is as a result of work being carried
out on a master electro creating extra white areas within the design.
There are many other opportunities for white areas to be created.
The first is when accidental damage affects the master steel die. In
this issue there is a slight, but nonetheless visible on every cliché - when
it is not subject to over-inking as above - diagonal white line in the lower
left spandrel. Such is the accuracy of the plating process using
electrolysis.
The second is when the drop hammer makes the impression in the
lead slab. If this is not perfectly carried out there is scope for foreign
matter to distort the impression in the lead which could lead to faulty
plating as the foreign matter would, or could, subsequently be dislodged
leaving a defect in the printing surface causing a white flaw. The
electrotyping process will plate everything and every surface that is
prepared to receive the copper deposit.
The most vulnerable part of the process was when the newly
formed copper shell was stripped from the lead mould. The molecular
nature of the deposited copper makes it susceptible to damage when
minute pieces of copper may not separate from the mould cleanly leaving
small voids in the plate surface. This is the most likely cause of many of
the small constant varieties.
It is important to remember that with all letterpress processes it is
easy to remove surplus metal from the plate surface to remove
imperfections but it is either impossible or impractical to fill up a void in
the printable surface. Of course the creation of the other denominations
did require such activity but this was only to provide an extra blank area
to receive inscription in a master electro. That newly engraved lettering
shows that it was not possible to make corrections once it was done.
From this analysis it can be seen that the process gives various
features of differing importance. The basic defects in the Master Die,
which is replicated throughout all the reproductions, is therefore of no
special character or importance.
Then there are those accidental flaws which are inconsistent or
only appear in a limited printing context and, depending on their precise
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Typical minor 1d. Flaws

!

White flaws on ‘N’ and ‘D’.
This flaw occurs on very early printings
but appears to have been corrected by
probably replacing an electrotype group.

!

White spot on top of ‘S’. Also a shortlived early flaw.

!

The same cliché also shows a distortion
to lower point of the upper right
quadrant. This continues on this cliché
and is also found on 2d. denomination
stamps derived from this position.

Different flaws affecting the ‘N’ or ‘ND’ of ‘QUEENSLAND’

"

A white flaw on the first ‘E’ of QUEENSLAND.
This is only found on later printings.
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1d Plate flaw - ‘QOEENSLAND’

Plate Proof

Plate I position #48 ; Plate II position #44

!

An example on cover - stamp # 2 in this multiple separated strip.
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Typical minor 2d. Flaws
Break in upper frame line
Bulge on left-hand leg of ‘A’

!
!

The flaw on base of spandrel as found on
the same cliché on the 1d. denomination.
This is a Die I cliché

Break in outer frame line below ‘TW’
which are joined at the top.

#

This is a Die II cliché
$

#

#

!

Joined ‘QU’ and white spot on second ‘E’ of ‘PENCE’.
%

An example of missing top frame design owing to over-inking.
This stamp shows general signs of this feature which may be as a result of wear.
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2d Plate flaw - ‘QUEENSbAND’

Plate Proof

Plate I - Position # 46
Plate II was rearranged from Plate I but as the electros were all from Die I it has not
proven possible to ascertain the position in the second plate.
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2d Plate flaw - PENGE
Plate Proof

Plate I - Position # 115 & 116

Horizontal marginal watermark confirms this pair comes from the bottom row of the sheet.

Plate II - Position # 68

The “ Crawford “ copy
The top of a lower stamp confirms a plate position not from the bottom row.
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nature, may, or may not, be of a status worthy of special recognition.
The may include such features as a part of the design or lettering missing,
often with spectacular, but insignificant results. There are a few such
coloured flaws on these issues. For example a small coloured dot can be
found in front of the point of the bust in one type of the six pence
electro group.
The next group, which are completely relevant to this issue, are
those individual features which distinguish one mould group from
another.
These are important to the student of the issue who is
seeking to identify the various printing groups. Here we have the
features which distinguish Die I from Die II which is actually a contrived
difference, not recognised by the printer, when work was carried out on
a duplicated primary electro and then subsequently repeated on other
electro groups. This is a constant variety, repeated on a multiple basis
and forms the essence of the two basic Dies as a catalogue description.
The most important varieties, some of which have achieved
catalogue status, are those which occur on a particular electro and are
repeated once on a printed sheet for as long as that electro is included in
the printing plate. A list of the most easily recognised flaws worthy of
inclusion are as follows.
ONE PENNY
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Q’O’EENSLAND flaw - a white mark joins the top
of the 'U' - 5/8 Plate I
Flaw under 'N' and base of ‘D’ - 1/5 Plate I
Flaw in 'N' of QUEENSLA’N’D - 2/8 Plate I
Flaw between 'N' and 'D' - 8/3 Plate I
White flaw at top of QUEEN’S’LAND
Break in right hand frame line near top - 11/9 Plate I
Break in top frame line at right hand side - 1/10 Plate I
Break in right hand frame line near bottom - 12/9 Plate I
Break in left hand frame line below “oval ” - 3/1 Plate I
TWO PENCE

A
B
C
D

‘PENGE’ flaw - a white mark extends the 'C' - 12/6 Plate I
‘QUEENSbAND’ where the 'L' is distorted - 5/6 Plate I
'QU' joined with white line - 7/8 Plate I
Line joining top of 'W' - 6/9 Plate I
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E
F
G
H
I
J
K

Break in base frame under 'P' - 6/10 Plate I
Vertical line below and between 'U E' - 6/1 Plate I
White flaw on 'E' of PENCE and under 'EN' - 9/3 Plate I
Line joining 'E N' at base - 4/1 Plate I
White flaw at foot of ‘A’ - + break in inner lower r.h. frame
White vertical scratch between ‘C E’ White flaw in front of ‘Q’ + break in inner lower r.h. frame

FOUR PENCE
A
B

Flaw below 'C'
Flaw in 'N' of QUEENSLA’N’D
SIX PENCE

A
B
C

'QU' joined at base and blind 'P' in PENCE - 3/6
'QU' joined at base - similar but different to above - 4/6
Break in left hand frame line above ‘oval ’
ONE SHILLING

A
B
C
D

White flaws in ‘S’ and 'G' of SHILLING - 8/6
Extended line into shading above ‘H’ - 1/10
Second ‘I’ extends into frame above - 7/6
First ‘L’ joins frame + break in frame under ‘LL’ - 4/5

There are a large number of flaws on this denomination and many may be
attributable to the rather worn nature of the original master electro. It is
interesting to note that flaw C, to a greater or lesser extent, may well be
a constant feature on cliché no.2 of one of the electrotype groups.
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4d. 6d. and 1/- Flaws

White spot at the base
of ‘C’ in PENCE.
The position of this stamp is unknown.

"

#
White flaws on the second ‘E’ of
QUEENSLAND ; closed top to
the ‘S’ of SIX and break in lower
frame under ‘P’.
$
The position of this stamp is unknown.

%

"

%
M ajor break in lower frame
Stamp position # 35

"

Pair showing extension to ‘I’
a nd thick ‘N’ on top stamp;
Flaw on ‘G’ and closed top
top to ‘S’ on bottom stamp.
Stamps #66 and #76

%
The printing of these 1s. sheets reflects the rather indifferent quality of the
electrotypes used to make up the plate. Many defective stamps are present exhibiting
minor varieties.
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Chapter Thirteen
Checklist Diary
The general sequence of events are given in diary form below :c. June 1876

Instructions given to William Bell for the preparation
of new master dies suitable for preparation of moulds
for electrotype plates.

May 1877

The William Bell engraved One Penny steel Master
Postage Stamp and Stamp Duty Dies received in
Brisbane.

9 August 1878

Proof sheet of 1d. completed in red-brown and blue
and submitted for approval. This comprised 22
electros of Die I and 8 electros of Die II. This
demonstrates that the 1d. Die II electro was in
existence. If a 2d. electro had been available at this
time then a proof of this would have been forwarded
instead of a colour proof, in blue, from the 1d. Plate.

21 February 1879 Proofs of the 2d., 4d., and 6d. on plain paper were
submitted for approval. These were printed from
electrotype groups as the plates for these
denominations had not been completed.
10 April 1879

The 2d. Plate I was printed and distributed. The
electros were all from Die I. This plate was
subsequently rearranged and is known as Plate II.

15 May 1879

The 1d. Plate I was printed and distributed. The
composition was 22 electros of Die I and 8 electros
of Die II. This plate was at some time rearranged and
is known as Plate II.

6 June 1879

The 4d. Plate was printed and distributed.

8 October 1879

Printing of 1d. on unwatermarked paper.
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21 October 1879 The assumed date of printing and issue of the to 1d.
and 2d. denominations on both the 31 October 1879
temporary unwatermarked paper and the new initial
supply of Type II watermark paper.
November 1879

Assumed date of printing of 4d. Denomination on
Type II watermarked paper.

December 1879

This is the assumed printing and issue date of the 6d.
denomination.

1 January 1880

Postage stamps of 1d., 6d., and 1s. Denominations
replaced the same values of the Stamp Duty series.

21 February 1880 The “Half-penny” surcharge was issued. In practice
the first day that this new denomination became
available to the public was almost certainly 23
February 1880.
April 1880

The new 2d. Plate III was printed and distributed. The
composition was 21 electros of Die I and 9 electros
of Die II. - This was the first appearance of stamps
from the 2d. Die II.

May 1880

This is the presumed printing and issue date of the
1 s. denomination.

November 1880

Trials for new inks undertaken. This primarily
concerned the 1d. denomination which failed to print
in an acceptable red colour.

2 March 1882

Likely early date for issue of 2d. in bright greyish
ultramarine.

7 March 1881

Likely early date for issue of 1d. denomination in new
scarlet shades.

11 March 1881

Likely early date for issue of 6d. denomination in
bright green shades

4 May 1881

Likely early date for issue of 1s. denomination in violet
shades.
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12 August 1881

Likely early date for issue of 4d. denomination in deep
yellow shades

c. June 1882

Further rearrangement of the Die I and Die II electros
in the 2d plate to form Plate IV with more Die II
groups being introduced.

1 August 1882

First Wm. Ridgway design 2d. head issued.
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Chapter Fourteen
Glossary
Over the years there have been many students of this issue and of
the later Queensland surface printed postage stamps. The very nature of
the production process requires that there should be some list of the
terms used and definitions of those processes employed.
Master Die
A block of steel in which the design is engraved and serves as the
only example at finished size from which all subsequent images are
derived. At no stage was this master ever amended.
Mould
A material upon which an impression is made in order that it may
used in an electrolytic process to receive a copper image which replicates
exactly the impression formed. This material could be lead, wax, gutta
percha or similar relatively soft substance. The surface to receive the
copper deposit is brushed with lead dust – plumbago or graphite - to
enable it to act as an anode and receive the electrolytic deposit from the
cathode copper plate. Parts of the mould not wishing to be so plated are
coated with grease or other non conductive substance to inhibit the
process. This mould can accept a single image or a group of four images
depending upon the stage of the process.
Copper shell
When the electrolytic process is complete the exposed surface of
the mould is now coated with a molecular deposition of copper,
nominally 1 mm. thick. This will form the printing surface of the eventual
plate or as a die as the basis for another mould impression.
The electro
To make the copper shell into a usable format it must be
reinforced by being backed with type metal or similar material which will
not only support the copper shell but will enable it to be handled and
then incorporated into a printing format. This backing may be applied to
the copper shell in molten state while it is still in contact with the mould
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in order to facilitate the removal of the copper from the mould and to
minimise the possible damage that may occur. This backing process could
also be performed after the copper shell is stripped from the mould.
[ Historically hardwood has also be used in this process when the
copper shell can be secured by pinning with copper nails or screws.
Examples of this form of plate for the Colony of Prince Edward Island can
be seen in the Museum of the Royal Philatelic Society London. In this
case the plate is made up of 60 individual copper clichés soldered
together and secured with brass pins to hardwood base. ]
The electro can be of a single image when combined with other
single electros to form the initial block of four images or, subsequently, as
a group of four.
A finished electro group will be carefully “slabbed” by putting it
face down on a hardened steel plate and applying pressure from the
reverse to ensure an even and above all, a perfectly flat surface. This will
ensure a good printing surface or a good surface for further mould
impression.
Electro Group
If the electro is to be used as part of the printing plate then it will
be treated as above and set aside for subsequent use. Thirty such electro
groups are needed to make up a plate of 120 images. In many cases more
than one group of four was developed for each value and the plate would
comprise several identifiable groups of four.
Plate
The name given, in this instance, to a group of 30 electro groups
prepared in a printing forme for the printing of a sheet of stamps. This
arrangement can be dismantled for cleaning and/or the replacement of a
defective electro group and then reassembled. This will be described as a
separate plate if the groups of electros are assembled in a different order
or incorporates different electro group or groups.
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Appendix I
A black Sixpence
My attention has been drawn to a most unusual stamp for which I
can offer little explanation as it appears to be a " one off " but, hopefully,
by including it in this comprehensive exposition of this issue some
information may then be forthcoming.

The illustration has been provided by Dave Elsmore and he has
confirmed that as far as he can tell it is not simply a photographic replica.
It has all the features of a Type IV matrix and is printed on paper
watermarked Crown over Q Type II and is perforated, albeit very
roughly. It can therefore be dated it as being contemporary with the
standard issue, printed in green. It appears to be postally used with part of
a Brisbane rectangular obliterator showing but no date is discernable.
There are no other recorded examples of any sideface stamp being
printed in black apart from postcard proofs other halfpenny proofs. So
what is the story behind this stamp ?
One possibility is that it has been created from a normal green
example and must be regarded as a changeling but I have been assured by
Dave that there is absolutely no trace of any colour, even under extreme
magnification.
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Appendix II
The 1878 'Queensland' Essay
This stamp was probably first introduced into this area by the late
Robson Lowe in volume IV of his Encyclopedia on Stamps of Australasia.
The die proof of this item is illustrated below.

There is a good deal of mystery surrounding not only the status of this
essay but also the circumstances of its production.
Robson Lowe described these as essays produced by Waterlow &
Sons, around 1878 and they are claimed to have been exhibited at the
Paris International Exhibition of that year. The problem is that, despite
searching the records of that Exhibition, no trace can be found of such an
exhibit. This is not particularly surprising as earlier (? 1927)
correspondence with the alleged printers produced the reply that they
hold no records of such an item and could offer no information to assist
with its proper identification.
Various examples of this stamp exist in the form of many single
imperforate copies in a range of colours as well as single imperforate
examples from what would appear to be 'proof sheets' in black with some
marginal notations but with each one being defaced with a small circular
impressed feature. Interestingly, although several examples in a finished
coloured format are recorded, no multiples have been recorded.
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This does pose several problems when it comes to establishing its
relevance to the production and printing of the first sideface issues of the
Colony. The stamps appear to be produced by letterpress, or surface
printing, as it is popularly known, and are probably the result of a die, or
dies, prepared from an engraved master.
The only relevance would be that they bear the name of the
Colony very boldly and the denomination without any reference to the
currency. They do, in fact, also bear a passing resemblance to issues of
Canada's " large heads " but this is even more tentative.
So what is the nature of this " essay " ? There is no doubt that many
examples exist and have been collected as something to do with the first
sideface issue of Queensland but without any convincing story to support
this idea. There is no real evidence that they were produced in 1878,
although as some are claimed to be mounted on 'Joynson/1871'
watermarked paper they most probably originate after that date.
This essay is certainly not part of the William Bell sideface story so
it is far from clear why it was ever introduced by Robson Lowe in his
encyclopedia. It is only the use of the Colony name which is the
connection - but is it any more than that ?
There is certainly no evidence that (a) it was ever prepared for the
Paris Exhibition; (b) it was anything to do with stamp production or design
in Queensland; (c) it was prepared in 1878; (d) it was even produced by
Waterlow & Sons. - their preferred method of cancelling proof material
was by punching a hole or series of holes in the items.
Therefore, we are left with the situation which fails to identify the
origins or circumstances behind this stamp. Or, indeed, the purpose to
which it would have been put. We know that at least two versions were
prepared together with what appears to be at least two sheets of black
proofs showing marginal inscriptions.
So the mystery remains. Work will continue on these items to try
to resolve the matter and it is only include this work as an Appendix in
an attempt to conform with the created precedent.
On the following page illustrations of the various types and colours
are illustrated for information in the hope that this collective exposure
will attract commentary which will help in resolving this problem.
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Examples of the Plate Proofs

Representative examples of the coloured prints.

One copy is known

CANCELLED by whom ?

A range of colours/shades have been recorded with some found
mounted on larger pieces of thin card. The purpose of this is not known.
Interestingly four versions of these designs can be found. One has a
small coloured dot in the numeral ; another has a series of small coloured
dots in the surround of each numeral while a third has neither of these
features and a few have both features. There is no explanation as to how
these details have come about but they would suggest that they were
deliberately created as part of an exercise to create an improved design.
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